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Hello and welcome to issue ND150, we’d like to wish 
all our readers a happy new year, and hope you had a 
peaceful and happy christmas.

2019 marks 25 years of Nottingham Drinker, and we are 
looking to turn back the clock over the next six issues, 
and revisit some of the old public transport crawls and 
see how things have changed, for better or worse.

We are still in the process of tweaking details within ND, 
so please bear with us, it will be worth it.  I promise.  

Planning for the Robin Hood Beer and Cider festival is 
well underway, once again at the Motorpoint Arena, and 
tickets will go on sale on 1st June.  Keep an eye open 
for further updates and news.  The festival will run from 
9th to 12th October.

This issue sees the return of the Stout and Porter stroll, 
running for the whole of March, full details can be 
found in the centre pages, so look out for the posters in 
participating pubs, and enjoy those beers.

Enjoy this issue, drink responsibly, and most 
importantly, have fun!

Cheers
Mark

EDITOR Mark Giles
nottingham.drinker@
nottinghamcamra.org

PRODUCTION TEAM
John Westlake and Richard Nettleton

DISTRIBUTION
nd.distribution@nottinghamcamra.org 

TECHNICAL ADVISER Steve Westby

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Alan Ward: alanward@nottinghamcamra.org

YOUNG MEMBERS COORDINATOR
Natalie Bullin: youngmembers@nottinghamcamra.org

SOCIALS AND TRIPS
For booking socials or trips contact Mick Courtney on 
mickcourtney@nottinghamdrinker.org

WEB SITE
The Nottingham CAMRA website is at: 
www.nottinghamcamra.org   Webmaster - Matt Carlin 
mattcarlin@nottinghamcamra.org

CAMRA HEADQUARTERS
230 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL1 4LW 
Tel 01727 867201 Fax 01727 867670 
E-mail: camra@camra.org.uk 
Internet:   www.camra.org.uk

PUBLICATION DATES
The next issue of Nottingham Drinker (issue 151) will be 
published on Thursday 28th March 2019 and will be available 
from the branch meeting.

THE ND151 COPY DEADLINE IS 
FRIDAY 1st March 2019

10,000 copies of the Nottingham Drinker are distributed free 
of charge to over 300 outlets in the Nottingham area including 
libraries, the Tourist Information Centre and pubs in Nottingham, 
outlying villages and local towns. It is published by Nottingham 
CAMRA; design, layout, and typeset by Mark Giles; printed by 
Stirland Paterson, Ilkeston.

ADVERTISING
Nottingham Drinker welcomes advertisements subject to 
compliance with CAMRA policy and space availability. There is 
a discount for any advertising submitted in a suitable format for 
publishing, JPEG, PDF etc. Advertising rates start from £30 for 
a small advert (1/16 of a page) in a 
suitable format. A premium is charged 
for advertising on the back page. Six 
advertisements can be bought for the 
discounted price of five (one years 
worth). Contact the Editor by e-mail:  
drinkeradvert@nottinghamcamra.org  
for details.

©  Nottingham CAMRA
No part of this magazine may be 
reproduced without permission

UP FRONT
From The Editor
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News Round Up
From around the branch area

Pete in the brewhouse

Springhead Head Brewer, Keir Teasdale

The Bird with a Brewery in its Nest

South Yorkshireman, Peter Delaney, and his wife, Elaine, have 
been in the licensed trade, both here and on the Continent, 
for over 15 years. In recent times they were mine hosts at 
the Admiral Rodney in Calverton, but left in 2013 to take 
charge of the Lugger Inn in Polruan, a small fishing village 
on the south coast of Cornwall. It was while he was here 
that Pete spread his wings by opening his own small Fish Key 
Brewery in nearby Looe, but the seasonality of the trade was 
limiting his ambitions and they started to look around for a 
characterful and not too big freehouse or leasehold property, 
which would hopefully offer greater potential.

By sheer good fortune, almost immediately their search threw 
up the Woodlark in Lambley, a freehouse that had just come 
onto the market for the first time in nearly 30 years, and it 
proved to be just the sort of place they were looking for, with 
plenty of space in the basement for Pete to install his brewing 
kit. Unfortunately, however, access routes to the basement 
were too narrow for the existing Fish Key vessels, so Pete 
sold the plant to a Serbian entrepreneur and bought a second 
hand set of equipment that previously had been brewing 
up small batch beers from a shed in Stoke on Trent. Now 
installed in what was once the Woodlark’s downstairs steak 
bar, Pete hopes to commence brewing just before Christmas 
and Fish Key beers (Pete has no plans to change the name) 
such as Hop 2 It and Hip Hop, seasoned with a blend of 
Cascade and Magnum hops, should be available on the bar 
alongside three or four other cask ales by the time you 
are reading this. And while Pete is busy with the beer, wife 
Elaine looks after the food side of things and has developed 
a tempting menu featuring several authentic Thai dishes 
and plenty of Cornish seafood freshly delivered every week. 
Between them they are certainly putting the Woodlark firmly 
on the map.

North Nott’s Craft Brewery Back in Business

Springhead Brewery, founded in 1990, to be 
relaunched by new owners after short halt in 
production
Much-loved craft microbrewery, Springhead, based in 
Laneham, near Retford, is back in business this week, 
following the recent sale of the business. Core members of 
the existing team are excited to be joined by new owners. 
They bring a wealth of successful business experience to the 
table, and have big plans to bring the brewery to the next 
level and breathe a new life into the business. 
Brewing has already commenced, with the former owners’ 
son, and previous head brewer, Keir Teasdale, and their 

daughter, Eve, Communications Director for the brewery, who 
will be following the family tradition. They, along with other 
key staff from the previous team are working together to 
ensure the proud heritage of Springhead quality continues. 
The team are also joined by a new Sales Manager, Diane 
Saunders, with their award-winning beers available for sale 
from Monday. Ambitious plans are also in place to develop 
their range and brand, and deliver their fantastic selection of 
craft beers to a wider audience than ever before. 
 

Head Brewer, Keir Teasdale, said:
“I’m incredibly happy to be back brewing our favourite beers 
again, and to combine the experience passed on down the 
family line from our parents with a new and dynamic business 
team to deliver the excellent quality our fans have grown to 
know and love to more people than ever. 2019 is set to be an 
exciting year for Springhead, with plans for expansion and 
development of new and innovative projects on the horizon. 
Britain has a proud history of brewing which is central to 
our core values as a brewery, and we’re excited to combine 
this with cutting-edge brewing techniques and the very best 
ingredients from across the globe, to produce bold craft beers 
that are packed with flavour to meet the demands of an ever-
growing and evolving market.”
Springhead Brewery will be continuing to produce much-
loved favourites from their core range of beers, including 
Nottinghamshire’s best-known IPA, Roaring Meg, and multiple 
award-winning triple-hopped American Pale Ale, Outlawed, 
as well as developing new cutting-edge brands to suit the 
discerning craft market. Their beers are available to publicans 
and restaurants across much of the Midlands in cask, as well 
as through the majority of major supermarkets across the 
region in bottles.

A toast to travel

Arthur Skill, a 19 year old Nottinghamian, owned a fish 
lorry.   The year was 1919, and with the early morning 
rounds completed, Arthur found that more could be made 
of it carrying people to work - and so began Skills Coaches, 
the Nottingham based travel company that since those 
pioneering days has 
carried hundreds 
of thousands of 
travellers and 
holiday-makers to 
destinations across 
the UK and Europe.

To mark the 100th 
anniversary of the 
firm, and celebrate 
this remarkable 
young man and 
his achievements, 
Castle Rock Brewery 
is making ‘Arthur 
Skill’, a 4.2 per cent 
coffee stout; their 
first Nottinghamian 
Celebration Ale of 
2019. 
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 Simon Skill, Arthur’s grandson (left) and great-
grandson Rupert (right), with brewer Dan Gilliland 
(centre) as the coffee is added

Nigel Skill, the company chairman and Simon Skill, finance 
director, are the founder’s grandsons.  Their sons, Tom and 
Rupert carry on in the family business.

Nigel says: “My grandad was quite a character, and it’s a joy 
for all of us in the family to carry on his ideals of service and 
quality. I couldn’t be more proud to see how far the Skills 
Group has grown as a local Nottinghamshire based company 
since my grandfather founded the business in 1919, and it’s 
an honour to still be a part of that journey today with my 
brother Simon and our great friend, Pete Hallam, by our side. 
In the year Skills celebrates its 100 years it’s a delight to be 
able to raise a toast to Arthur, as well as our friends, family 
and loyal customers who we’d be nothing without.”
Lewis Townsend, who manages the Nottinghamian Celebration 
series, says: “For Arthur Skill’s stout, we’re going on an 
interesting trip with an ale that incorporates lactose, in the 
form of milk sugar, and locally roasted coffee.  The resulting 
beer will be coffee-led, with extra body and depth of taste 
from the lactose and malt, and a hint of bitterness from the 
hops.

“And it’ll be fresh, as Simon and Rupert have added the 
roasted beans directly into the brew as it matures,” he says.
‘Arthur Skill’, the ale, will be the 34th in Castle Rock’s 
celebration series.  It will be followed in 2019 by other beers 
for Nottingham and Nottinghamshire women and men who’ve 
done their bit in the performing arts, football, and science.
Castle Rock’s Nottinghamian Celebration Ales are brewed to 
promote interest and conversation in the native and adopted 
sons and daughters of the city and county. There are four 
a year and the ales are available at pubs across the East 
Midlands, and south Yorkshire.

Champion Beer of Nottinghamshire

The annual Champion Beer of Nottinghamshire (CBoN) 
competition will be part of the Hucknall Beer & Cider Festival 
and will take place on Thursday 14th February, 2019. 

Nottinghamshire breweries have been invited to submit beers 
for the competition with the winning brewery receiving the 
Spyke Golding Shield. This year sixty beers will be judged in 
one of five categories with the winners and runners-up in each 
category advancing to the final. 

An independent panel of judges is chosen to judge the beers 
and they follow national CAMRA guidelines.
 

As part of the new arrangements for CBoN the Hucknall 
Beer & Cider Festival will now open an additional day with 
the festival opening at 5.00pm on Thursday (5.00-10.00pm) 
and 11.00-12.00 on Friday; 12.00-12.00 on Saturday and 
12.00-3.00pm on Sunday. The addition of an extra evening 
means that a greater volume and range of beers and ciders 
will be available this year making the 2019 festival the largest 
Hucknall festival ever.

So, if you are interested in finding out which beer is judged 
to be Champion Beer of Nottinghamshire the place to be is 
Hucknall this February. 

Nottingham Drinker Competition Winner

Scott Hetherington, from Hickling, Notts is pictured with Andy 
Moore, Head brewer at the Nottingham Brewhouse & Kitchen, 
Trent Bridge. Scott had just finished his brew day at the pub 
– describing the experience as “very enjoyable” (and that was 
before he got to drink some of the beer he helped brew.
Scott was one of the winners in a recent ND competition and 
if anyone would like to enjoy the Brewery Experience Day 
bookings can be made via the Brewerhouse & Kitchen website  
http://www.brewhouseandkitchen.com/academy/ or ring the 
brewery on 0115 986 7960.
The brewery experience day costs £85 per person and 
includes - Breakfast + hot drinks, hands on brewing 
experience; Lunch an opportunity to sample 8 different beer 
throughout the day and a take home 5L mini keg (worth £25)
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Hello to the readers at home.  I’m writing this shortly before 
Christmas, during the busiest time of the year for most 
of our pubs.  Hopefully the messages CAMRA spread – of 
responsible, moderate social drinking and of supporting pubs 
all year round (because there’s more than simply alcohol to 
good pubs) will have helped keep them busy through their 
traditionally quietest time.

Since the last issue, we had our November meeting at the 
Cranmer Arms (Aslockton), and our Christmas meal at the 
Wheatsheaf (Bingham).  Thanks to both of those pubs for 
making us so welcome.  Throughout 2018 we’ve had several 
members come along to a meeting or event for the first time, 
and even someone coming along for the first time in a number 
of years.  Hopefully we can continue this trend into 2019.  
As usual, pub protection has kept the branch busy.  In 
November we had a lot of wrangling with Rushcliffe Borough 
Council over ACVs and their failure to supply information 
on successful applications via Freedom of Information Act 
requests.  Having tried – and failed – to fob us off, the 
branch (and Nottingham’s Nick Molyneux) complained to the 
Information Commissioner’s Office and a formal reprimand 
(a decision notice) was issued to RBC.  It’s far from the most 
glamourous aspect of campaigning but it is important to 
remind local councils of their obligations.  These efforts were 
acknowledged by members of the National Executive and the 
Pub Campaigns Committee.

In less positive news, it looks to be the end of the line for the 
Red Lion (Bottesford).  Despite receiving a new business plan 
from the Friends of the Red Lion in November, Melton Borough 
Council approved the planning permission to redevelop the 
land for housing.  It is noted that both MBC’s councillors for 
both Bottesford wards are up for re-election in the spring, 
so they may face some difficult questions from residents 
over what value they place in community assets of historical 
interest.

It’s been an eventful time for the Nevile Arms (Kinoulton).  
The ACV application submitted by Kinoulton Parish Council 
in November was approved, and it re-opened with new 
tenants in early December.  At the time of writing they are 
only opening weekday evenings and afternoon to evening 
at weekends, and not doing food while they establish 
themselves, but it’s always good news when a pub-reopens.
Way back in October, the branch was represented at the 
Mass Lobby Day by our Public Affairs Officer, John Perry.  
John reported that the day was largely positive, that CAMRA 
campaigning had led to the freeze in beer duty, and that 
several MPs, representing the main parties and the All-Party 
Parliamentary Pub Group spoke in praise of CAMRA.  Also 
in national campaigning, at the start of November Ed Taylor 
attended a meeting of the Marketing Committee.  In addition 
to upcoming rebrands of various CAMRA sub-brands (including 
Locale and CAMRA Books), there was a presentation from Alex 
Metcalfe, CAMRA’s new Information, Education and Training 
Manager, about his role, which is a direct result of one aspect 
of the Revitalisation Project.  I’d expect to see a lot more of 
Alex in What’s Brewing over the coming months.  

Closer to home, shortly before the Christmas rush, a couple 
of pubs managed to squeeze in some beer-related events.  
The Horse & Plough (Bingham) held a Meet the Brewer with 
Arundel Brewery on 1 November, who brought with them a 
wide selection of beers, including two available in both cask 
and keg formats.  Trying them side by side was an interesting 
exercise: I preferred the IPA from keg, but the chocolate, 
coffee and maple syrup stout from cask.  At the end of 
November, the Geese & Fountain (Croxton Kerrial) held a 

beer and food matching event in conjunction with Framework 
Brewery of Leicester, which I was lucky enough to go along 
to: six courses each matched with half a pint of beer, made to 
recipes using that beer.  These ranged from traditional British 
styles to a spiced orange oatmeal pale and a dark wheat beer.  
Both pub and brewery had put a lot of work into the evening 
and I’d highly recommend beer and food matching if you ever 
get the chance.

As part of the nationwide Tryanuary events, the Horse & 
Plough are running a vegan beer and food matching event 
with Blackjack Brewery on 4 January, complete with tap 
takeover for those just wanting a beer.  Also early in the 
new year they will be offering the collaboration between 
Bingham’s Linear Brewing Company and Emperor’s Brewery.  
So what’s next for the branch? By the time this is published 
we will have held our meeting on 8 January at the Royal Oak 
(Car Colston), at which we will start to plan out Mild in May 
and our pre-AGM business, and we will be looking forward to 
our 5 February meeting at the Chestnut (Radcliffe on Trent), 
where we will be deciding our Good Beer Guide entries.  This 
will be the first selection process with a full year’s Beer Score 
Bulletin targeting too, so hopefully we will reap the rewards 
of the efforts of our members to give all of our pubs the 
fairest possible chance at selection.  

We will also have finished our Pub of the Year competition.  
All members are welcome at all of our meetings and events, 
so it’s the perfect time to get involved with one of the 
smallest but most dedicated branches in the country.  We’d 
particularly like to hear from anyone who is interested in 
local history and/or local politics, who believes that pubs 
are a vital part of the community that deserve saving 
and celebrating, and who would like to help with our pub 
protection campaigning.  We’d also like to hear from anyone 
with a particular interest in real cider.  If you can spare just 
an hour every month to join our team of volunteers who 
distribute copies of this magazine to a pub near you, then 
that would be fantastic.  If you would like more information, 
then please get in touch with Ed Taylor via the branch website 
(valeofbelvoir.camra.org.uk) or the Facebook page (facebook.
com/vobcamrabranch).  Look forward to seeing you at one of 
our events soon.
Ed Taylor
Secretary, Vale of Belvoir CAMRA

Vale of Belvoir
Latest news from the Vale of Belvoir
https://valeofbelvoir.camra.org.uk
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Pub of the Year 2019

The shortlist of 8 below (in no particular order) were the 
result of initial nominations received through November. 
Judging the 8 through December and January is bound to 
be tough with the results to be announced at our AGM on 
28th February at The Old Oak, Horsley Woodhouse - and 
good luck to all involved.
  
Ripley’s Little Alehouse
Thorn Tree, Belper
Old Oak, Horsley Woodhouse
Steampacket, Swanwick
Holly Bush, Makeney
Angels, Belper 
White Hart, Bargate
The Talbot, Ripley.

Cider Pub of the Year 2019

Judging was completed in November - the winner is The 
Talbot, Ripley and the runner-up is Angels Micro in Belper 
- presentation of their certificates will occur soon. 

Ahead of our GBG’ 2020 selection meeting in mid-
February (see diary dates), the deadline for members 
to enter their beer scores on What Pub to count in the 
selection is 31st January. This will allow time before the 
meeting to crunch the data. 

The Dead Poets, Holbrook hosted us on 11th December 
to allow us to make post-AVBF presentations to charity 
(Belper In Wartime group) & to Luke Bettison for his 
winning Cider of the Festival.

Twixt-Xmas & New Year, Nottingham was again the focus of 
our social on Fri. 28th December, attended by over 30 of us 
arriving from various towns by differing forms of transport. 
Initially meeting up in The Organ Grinder (see photo taken 
while most of the group could be persuaded to sit still for long 
enough), we carried on through 7 more pubs ( Overdraft, 
Room With A Brew, Herbert Kilpin, Cock & Hoop, Annie’s 
Shack, Six Barrel Alehouse and finally, Hockley Rebel). An 
amazing array of beers was hugely enjoyed & very few 
repeats. 

Diary dates

11th Feb - GBG’20 selection meeting, Milford Social Club

28th Feb - AGM- Old Oak, Horsley Woodhouse

28th March - Committee & Bbranch meeting (venue TBC, see 
What’s Brewing)

Amber Valley Nottingham Social

Belper In Wartime Charity Presentation

Presentation for Cider of the Festival

Amber Valley
Latest news from the Amber Valley
http://ambervalleycamra.org.uk
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We have two new micros, one at each end of the branch area. 
The Sawley Junction opened in late November and several 
branch members made sure they were first through the door. 
The tastefully converted, single room micro is a magnet for 
travellers being sited opposite Long Eaton Railway Station 
which was known as Sawley Junction until 1968.

Throughout December custom 
far exceeded landlady (and 
brewster) Marie Redfearn’s 
expectations and when we 
visited in early January she 
expressed thanks to all the 
customers, suppliers, family 
and friends who had made the 
first month so enjoyable. The 
only downside was that there 
was no time for Birch Cottage 
brewing during December. 
However the choice of beers 
on offer was not compromised 
with ales sourced from an 
expanding range of brewers.

There will usually be 4 gravity-
fed real ales, including a dark 
and 6-8 ciders. The ‘Junction’, 
is open Wednesday to Sunday, 
although, at the time of 
writing, opening hours and 
bar snack offering were being 
tweaked to meet demand.

The Crooked Cask on Ray 
Street Heanor opened in early 
December. There is a modern 
split level bar room and a 
small back room. By the time 
the warmer weather arrives the sunny beer garden should 
also be available. A feature has been made of a wonderful 
Thomas Withers wall safe dating back to the 1850s. Prior 
to conversion to a micro by owners Sarah and Barrie the 
building operated as a shop but in an earlier life had been an 
accountants and a Post Office and Sarah would welcome any 
information about the building’s history.

This micro offers up to 6 changing real ales, 4 hand pulls and 
2 gravity-fed, in a range of styles, usually including a dark, 
alongside up to 7 ciders. We partook of Potbelly Brewery’s 
award winning Beijing Black 4.4%. The pub’s usual hours 
are from 12noon Thursday to Sunday although it is worth 
checking Facebook.

Both micros are dog friendly 
and accessible by public 
transport. A visit to either 
of these great new outlets 
provides an ideal opportunity 
to check out the other 
excellent real ale venues in 
Sawley (see ND142), Long 
Eaton (ND144) or Heanor 
(ND147); pub details can be 
found on Whatpub.

Branch meetings

Our December meeting was 
in the recently refurbished 
Railway in Sawley whilst in 
January we were at the Burnt 
Pig, Ilkeston and we are very 

grateful for the hospitality offered by these great landlords. 
Meetings are open to anyone and we try to move meeting 
venues round the branch area within the constraints of bus 
timetables and room availability.

Branch, Pub and brewery news

In December several members travelled by train to 
Peterborough for the branch Christmas social outing.

Check out our website www.erewash.camra.org.uk for further 
details, other events and news. Branch members can also log 
on to see minutes of branch meetings.

We thank the pubs in the branch area who offer a discount to 
members on production of your current CAMRA card

Bridge (Formerly Bridge Inn), Sandiacre: 15p off a pint
Bridge Inn, Cotmanhay: 15p off a pint
Coach and Horses, Draycott: 20p off a pint and 10p a half, 
also accepts valid Wetherspoon vouchers
Draycott Tap House, Draycott: 20p off a pint and 10p a half
Great Northern, Langley Mill: 15p off a pint
Hogarths, Ilkeston: 20p off a pint
Mill & Brook, Long Eaton: 10p off a pint and 5p a half
Navigation, Breaston: 10p off a pint
Plough, Sandiacre: 10% off a pint
Prince of Wales, Ilkeston: 15p off a pint
Red Lion, Heanor: 20p off a pint 
Rutland Cottage, Ilkeston: 15p off a pint
Steamboat Inn, Trent Lock Long Eaton: 20p off a pint and 10p 
a half (includes cider)
Stanhope Arms, Stanton by Dale: 15p off a pint
Three Horseshoes, Ilkeston: 20p off a pint and 10p a half
Trent Lock, Long Eaton: 20p off a pint
Twitchell, Long Eaton: 20p off a pint. 
Victoria, Draycott: 10p off a pint and 5p a half
White Lion, Sawley: 10p off a pint and 5p a half
York Chambers, Long Eaton: 10p off a pint and 5p a half 
(includes cider)

LocAle

The following pubs have been accredited LocAle and our 
Locale Officer invites pubs to email him if they would like to 
know more.

Ilkeston: Burnt Pig, Dewdrop, General Havelock, Ilson Tap, 
Little Acorn, Prince of Wales, Spanish Bar, Three Horseshoes
Heanor: Angry Bee, Crown, Red Lion, Redemption Ale House
Langley Mill: Great Northern, Inn the Middle
Breaston & Draycott: Bulls Head, Chequers, Coach & Horses, 
Draycott Tap House
Long Eaton: Hole in the Wall, Mill & Brook, Stumble Inn, York 
Chambers
Sawley: Lockkeepers Rest, Sawley Junction, White Lion
Elsewhere: Carpenters (Dale Abbey), Marlpool Alehouse, 
Punchbowl (West Hallam), Queens Head (Marlpool), Stanhope 
Arms (Stanton-by-Dale), Steamboat (Trent Lock)

Erewash Valley
Latest news from Erewash Valley
www.erewash.camra.org.uk
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Although officially a city, Monterey is a charmingly compact 
and easily walkable place, which is not only a delightful 
tourist destination but also one which occupies a significant 
place in American history. Eventually displacing the native 
Rumsien people, the Spanish were the first to settle in the 
area consequent to the arrival of Captain Gaspar de Portolá 
with the aim of establishing a Presidio (military presence) on 
3rd June 1770. It was also here in 1846, following the end of 
the Mexican-American War, that the American flag was raised 
over Monterey’s old adobe Customs House, thus signalling 
California’s accession to the Union. Just south of the centre 
and immortalised by John Steinbeck in several of his novels is 
Cannery Row, once a string of sardine packing factories until 
they fished Monterey Bay dry, but now reborn as a collection 
of bars, restaurants, boutique hotels, trendy shops and the 
splendid Monterey Bay Aquarium, complete with its sea otters 
and penguins.

One block back from here on the corner of Wave and Prescott 
is the Cannery Row Brewing Company, with over 70 taps of 
craft beer from which to choose. Occupying the ground floor 
of an imposing, redbrick industrial unit, as the name suggests 
it was originally intended to house its own brewery, but sadly 
the city fathers deemed the enterprise would consume too 
much valuable water and refused the licence. Rustic brickwork 
and heavy timbers dominate the high-ceilinged, spacious 
interior, while a sheltered patio to the rear offers the option of 
al fresco supping under the Californian sun.

Sly McFly’s, one of Monterey’s oldest watering holes, occupies 
a site on Cannery Row at the foot of Prescott Avenue and is 
renowned for nightly live music, mostly jazz influenced, as 
well as the fact that it tends to stay open later than most 
places. They usually have one or two beers from the Carmel 
Craft Brewing Company, a relative newcomer from a few miles 
down the coast, such as Mad Otter Ale (5.6% abv), a full 
bodied, amber brew with an earthy, herbal character tinged 
with hints of tangerine or, at a similar strength, their Carmel 

Station Hotel

Abroad Perspective

In this, the first of an irregular series 
putting the spotlight on beery goings 
on around the world, John Westlake 
samples a few brews in Monterey on 
the central Californian coast, about 
100 miles south of San Francisco.

Valley Blonde, an easy drinking, straw coloured lager beer 
lightly seasoned with Saaz and Cascade hops.

Heading back towards the city centre, The Cooper’s Pub & 
Restaurant at 653 Cannery Row is an old style saloon and a 
showcase for beers from the English Ales Brewery based in 
Marina, a small town about 15 miles to the north. Established 
in 2000 by an English couple, Peter and Rosemary Blackwell 
together with their daughter, Karen, they firmly believed 
there was a market for somewhat less powerful, English style 
beers on the American West Coast and they certainly seem to 
have proved their point. English Ales produce the house beer, 
Cooper’s Ale (4.2% abv) on their behalf, a traditional English 
session bitter with a smooth, nutty character, while the 
Dragon Slayer IPA (5.2% abv) is also well worth a try. These 
craft beers are served from kegs, as is the norm this side of 
the pond, but for greater English authenticity head to the 
London Bridge Pub, complete with its own red telephone box, 
on the far side of the marina past touristy, restaurant strewn 
Fisherman’s Wharf. Housed in a modern, multi-sided building 
and featuring more than its fair share of big screen TVs, the 
bar counter also sports two genuine hand-pumps dispensing 
cask conditioned beers usually sourced from English Ales, 
such as Monk’s Brown Ale (4.8% abv) and Black Prince Porter 
(5% abv).

Cannery Row Brewery
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Back in the centre, the main thoroughfare is Alvarado 
Street and about half way along on the right, the somewhat 
unimaginatively named Alvarado Street Brewery, founded in 
May 2014 by John Hill and his son, J.C., a keen home brewer 
and housed in a fine period building, part of which once 
served as a theatre. Success has meant that the stainless 
steel kit, in clear view behind glass screens, is today used for 
small batch and experimental brewing, while a substantially 
larger plant together with a tasting room 
has been opened in the nearby town of 
Salinas to meet increasing demand. The 
long, beer-hall style interior is bookended 
by a pavement terrace out front and an 
impressive beer garden to the rear, while 20 
taps behind the bar dispense a wide variety 
of house beers, not to mention a number of 
wood aged and sour brews in bottle. Try their prize winning 
best seller, Mai Tai Pale Ale (6.5% abv), a pale gold brew 
fashioned with 100% Mosaic hops, which deliver profound 
and pleasurable tropical fruit notes of mango, guava and 
lychee, or how about their delicious and velvety Milk Stout 
(5.5% abv), brewed with heavily roasted malts and a dose of 
lactose, a sugar that cannot be fermented by normal brewer’s 
yeast and thus imparts a little extra residual sweetness. 
It is a jet black ale dispensed under nitrogen pressure for 
smoothness, with intense dark chocolate and espresso coffee 
notes perfectly balanced against the effect of the lactose. 
Many of the beers are influential in the composition of their 
inventive menu, which is also well worth sampling if you are 
feeling a bit peckish.

Having got this far along Alvarado, it is worth continuing to 
the end of the street and bearing left into Munras Avenue to 
find a paved, ‘pop-up’ beer garden along on the right, where 
the beer is dispensed from what appears to be a converted 
shipping container. Belonging to the Fieldwork Brewing 
Company, which was established in 2014 some way to the 
north at Berkeley where they produce a portfolio of around 

20 beers, this is a good spot to try at least a few of them, 
such as the dry and resinous Amnesia Haze IPA (7% abv) or, 
perhaps, their Stars Hollow Pale (5% abv), a very quaffable, 
cloudy gold, well-balanced ale that presents fruity hints of 
oranges, pears and gooseberries and ultimately culminates in 
a long, refreshingly dry finish.

Finally, return down Alvarado towards the sea and upon 
reaching Portola Plaza, bear left behind the Portola Hotel & 
Spa to discover a modern block housing Peter B’s Brewpub, 
named in honour of the hotel owner’s son and having been 
set up in 1996, Monterey’s original microbrewery, where the 
gleaming, stainless steel vessels are clearly visible through 
a long row of windows. It is here that I meet head brewer, 
Justin Rivard, a young man from Dexter, Michegan, who 
started brewing as a hobby while at high school and went on 
to cut his professional brewer’s teeth working at the Corner 
Brewing Company in the small city of Ypsilarti not far from 
Detroit. However, Justin had a hankering to move to the West 
Coast and upon seeing an advertisement for a head brewer at 
Peter B’s, decided to ring and soon found himself speaking to 
the hotel proprietor.

“He told me he was just looking for someone who could make 
great beer and I thought Hell, I can do that”, Justin tells me.

Among a wide range of beers such as his once a year Akiyama 
Harvest Session IPA (4.7% abv), an easy drinking, zesty 
blonde, green hop ale made with freshly picked, locally 

grown Chinook hops and his relatively 
new and very dangerously drinkable Baltic 
Porter (8.4% abv), a smooth, black delight 
conjured from dark malts combined with a 
blend of Saaz and Strisselspalt hops, Justin 
also brews up a regular speciality cask ale 
dispensed by hand-pull. He is also very 
keen on pushing brewing boundaries and 

particularly passionate about barrel aged sour beers, as well 
as inevitably striving, like most Californian brewers, for that 
perfect West Coast IPA.

“I am currently experimenting with a botanical IPA matured 
for over two months in gin barrels and then dosed with a little 
fresh lime juice”, Justin enthuses.

It is just another example of his desire to live up to his stated 
aim of ensuring that anyone who walks through the door at 
Peter B’s can find at least one beer they can really appreciate. 
What more could one ask of any brewer?

“He told me he was just 
looking for someone who 

could make great beer and I 
thought Hell, I can do that.”

Alvarado St. Brewery

Peter B’s Brewpub
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Fake News, 
Fake Brews?
A recent press release from the 
world’s biggest brewer has riled 
Pete Brown.
I don’t go out of my way to be pissed off by Anheuser-Bush 
Inbev, but they always seem to be able to trigger me when 
they announce the launch of a new beer. A few years ago I 
did a presentation on how to do innovation and how not to do 
it, and when I gave bad examples of crap launches, it started 
to look like a vendetta against the world’s biggest brewery. It 
wasn’t meant to be. They just gave me more examples of all 
that was wrong about marketing hype more consistently than 
anyone else did. 

And so we come to last week’s 
announcement that ‘Bass Ale is returning 
to the UK’ and a launch which is pretty 
much a perfect case study in corporate 
bullshit being sprayed over something the 
corporation in question neither knows nor 
cares about.

A bit of background: Bass found 
fame in the early 19th century as the 
quintessential IPA (when IPAs tended 
just to be called ‘pale ales’.) Brewed in 
Burton on Trent, it superseded Allsopp’s, 
the town’s original big hitter in India, and 
went on to become the first ever global 
beer brand. Its distinctive red triangle 
was famous all across the British Empire 
and beyond, and became the UK’s first 
ever registered trademark, narrowly 
missing out to German brand Krupp’s in 
being the world’s first, in any product 
category. Bass was so admired, less 
scrupulous brewers would simply steal 
the label and pass off their own beers as 
Bass, necessitating the move.

By the mid-twentieth century the allure of 
IPA had faded, but Bass was still one of 
the biggest and most famous beer brands 
in the country when a period of rapid 
consolidation began among breweries. 
The second wave of this consolidation in 
the last 1990s saw Inbev acquire Bass 
– by then a massive conglomerate still 
based in Burton upon Trent – only to be 
referred to the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission. They ended up having 
to sell most of Bass (the company) to 
Molson Coors, but confusingly held on 
to Bass (the beer) and proceeded to 
largely ignore it in the UK for the next 
twenty years. When approached and 
asked if they didn’t want it, A-B Inbev 
replied they would sell UK licensing rights 
(inaccurately reported as being for an 
outright sale) for £15 million – essentially 
a massive ‘up yours’ to anyone who 
thought the world’s most legendary beer 
deserved better than the neglect they 
were showing it.

So now, instead of selling or ignoring 
it, they’re relaunching it. I should be 
happy about this. I don’t think I am. With 
reference to this article, here’s why.

1.The headline: AB-Inbev announce 
they are ‘bringing back’ Bass ale to 
the UK on-trade.

Bass ale never left, despite appearances. It’s been brewed 
under licence by Marston’s for years. It’s simply been given 
no support by its owners. Where you occasionally found it, it 
wasn’t bad – if it had been treated right. So the headline is 
factually inaccurate, and merely draws attention to the fact 
that if it ever felt like Bass had disappeared from the UK, this 
was entirely A-B Inbev’s fault.

2. The picture: ‘Imported Pale Ale’.

The same visual used above has accompanied every story in 
the UK drinks trade press, so it is obviously the image that 
was sent out by AB Inbev themselves with the release (I’m 
assuming – for some reason they no longer send me their 
press releases directly. Can’t think why.) The reason they 
won’t sell Bass to anyone else is that even though they may 
not care about it in the UK, it makes a lot of money for them 
as an exported beer to markets such as the US and Japan. 
The image accompanying the story about relaunching Bass 
in the UK clearly shows a bottle of Bass saying that it is 

‘imported’. So either:

(a) They’re planning on brewing UK Bass 
abroad, for some unfathomable reason, or

(b) They’re going to dishonestly sell beer 
brewed in Britain as a beer imported to 
the UK, for marketing reasons I cannot 
possibly fathom, or

(c) They couldn’t even be bothered to find 
an image of what UK Bass will look like 
to accompany the announcement of its 
relaunch. If UK Bass will have a different 
label, they couldn’t even be arsed to point 
this out.

3. AB-Inbev is launching Bass is to 
‘reinvigorate’ and ‘reignite’ the UK’s 
premium ale category. 

The sheer, Trumpish arrogance of it. The 
UK’s premium ale category is doing just 
fine, thanks. The astonishing growth of 
craft beer means that nearly one in four 
pints in the UK on-trade is now cask 
ale or craft beer in other formats. Even 
when you take craft out, ‘premium’ ale 
is doing way better than ‘standard’. But 
here comes A-B Inbev to the rescue of a 
category they haven’t cared about since 
they arrived in this country. The category 
doesn’t need ‘reigniting’! Its already on 
fire. Which is of course the real reason 
they’re now relaunching Bass after all this 
time, to exploit a healthy category rather 
than altruistically reigniting a struggling 
one.

4. ‘The beer will be made at A-B 
Inbev’s brewery in Samlesbury, 
Lancashire.’

Because in this market, who gives a toss 
about provenance and locality? Bass pale 
ale made Burton upon Trent the most 
famous ale brewing town in the world. 
Across the planet today, pale ale brewers 
still ‘Burtonise’ their water to give it the 
unique mineral profile that made Bass so 
famous. Bass is being brewed right now 
under license in Burton, by Marston’s. 
But yeah, let’s relaunch this premium, 
iconic brand that’s indelibly associated 
with the world’s most famous pale ale 
brewing town by making it in a factory 
in another county. While we’re at it, let’s 
make Cornish pasties in Croatia, Roquefort 
cheese in Slough, and vintage champagne 
in Barnsley.
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5. ‘Bass was the world’s first pale ale.’/’Bass is a pale 
ale pioneer’.

Oh get stuffed. I’m sorry (I’m trying to rein in the bad 
language and anger and be more professional) but no, no, 
NO! Even the most cursory reading of the history of pale ale/
IPA shows this simply isn’t true. Bass was not even Burton 
upon Trent’s first pale ale, let alone the world’s. Records of 
‘pale ale’ go back at least 160 years before Bass was even 
founded. Allsopp’s were sending pale ale from Burton to India 
for almost a decade before Bass got in on the act. There are 
only two possibilities here: either A-B Inbev haven’t even 
been bothered to read about the history of the brand they 
are relaunching, or they are knowingly lying. The problem 
in this press release – as in any other by this company – is 
their clear display that all this stuff is just marketing copy to 
them, to be used in the moment as they see fit, whether it’s 
accurate or not.

6. ‘We can’t wait to reintroduce shoppers to this 
historic brand.’

Bear in mind that this is a story specifically about 
reintroducing Bass to pubs. They could have said ‘pub-goers’, 
‘people’, drinkers’, even that lazy catch-all ‘consumers’ – given 
that beer is actually drunk – but they choose to describe 
punters at the bar in a pub as ‘shoppers’. To my mind, this 
suggests that that’s all A-B Inbev see people as – things that 
shop. All that matters is that you buy the beer and hand over 
your money. But even if that’s true, it’s still a weird thing to 
say. No one else describes pub-goers as ‘shoppers’ – it just 
sounds wrong. It makes it sound like you don’t understand 
what a pub is. Even from a PR best practice point of view, 
you’ve got to hope that someone competent would have 
changed that word for one less jarring. They didn’t.

7. “5.1%”.

I don’t mind that Bass ale is 5.1%. That sounds good. What I 
do mind is that this is the only detail they see fit to mention 
about the beer itself. We get stuff about its illustrious history 
(which A-B Inbev had nothing to do with.) We get stuff about 
its success as an export beer. But, true to form for the worls’s 
largest brewery, which in fact cares nothing about beer, there 
are no details at all about what ‘shoppers’ can expect if they 
drink Bass pale ale as opposed to just buying it. Is it brewed 
to a traditional Bass recipe? Given the focus is on bottles, will 
it be bottle-conditioned or not? What hops are in it? Will it 
differ at all from the existing cask version? Is it brewed with 
traditional British barley or has it been re-worked? FOR GOD’S 
SAKE WHAT DOES IT TASTE LIKE? These are the things that 
people who are truly interested in the premium ale category 
care about. They seem not to have occurred to the company 
that thinks it is going to ‘reinvigorate’ the category. 

I hope the relaunched Bass ale is a phenomenal beer. I truly 
do. I’ve probably written more about this brand than any 
other. In the history of food and drink, it is comparable to 
champagne or cognac in its significance. If it tastes great, 
I will buy it (can’t imagine there’ll be samples in the post) 
and I will publicly say that it tastes great. But when the most 
interesting thing they can say in the press release is that it 
went down with the Titanic, I only get a sinking feeling.

Pete Brown (@petebrownbeer) is a writer and 
consultant and current chair of the British Guild of Beer 
Writers.

Nottingham Drinker would like to thank Pete for 
allowing us to reproduce this article.

For more visit Pete’s blog at:
https://www.petebrown.net/blog/
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The winners from Area 3 for 2019

Abdication, Arnold
Robin Hood (AND) Little John, Arnold

LocAle
Area 4 - January / February
As with previous years each edition of 
Nottingham Drinker features a number of locAle 
accredited pubs located in specific geographical 
areas. From each edition of ND two pubs, by 
public vote, will advance to the final and you 
are therefore invited to vote for up to two pubs. 
Votes need to be submitted, by e-mail to locale@
nottinghamcamra.org,  or personally at branch 
meetings, no later than Thursday 28th February 
2019.

1. (Horse) Chestnut, Main Road, Radcliffe on Trent, 

NG12 2BE

2. Copper, Café , Bar Lounge,  21-23 Central Avenue, 

West Bridgford. NG2 5GQ

3. Frame Breakers, 15 High Street, Ruddington. 

NG11 6DT

4. Keyworth Tavern, Fairway, Keyworth. NG12 5DW

5. Larwood & Voce Fox Road, West Bridgford. NG2 

6AJ

6. Manvers Arms, Main Road, Radcliffe on Trent. 

NG12 2AA

7. Nags Head, Main Street, East Leake. NG12 6JG

8. Oscars Bar, Beeches Hotel, Wilford Lane, West 

Bridgford. NG2 7RN

9. Perkins Bar & Bistro, Old Railway Station, off 

Station Road, Plumtree. NG12 5NA

10. Plough, Old Melton Road, Normanton on the 

Wolds. NG12 5NN

11. Plough, Main Street Wysall. NG12 5QQ

12. Poppy & Pint, Lady Bay. NG2 5DX

13. Round Robinn,  54 Main Street, East Leake. NG12 

6PG

14. Rose & Crown, Main Road, Cotgrave. NG12 3HQ

15. Royal Oak Pub & Kitchen, 5, Main Road, Radcliffe 

on Trent. NG12 2FS

16. Ruddington Arms, 56 Wilford Road, Ruddington. 

NG11 6EQ

17. Salutation, Main Street, Keyworth. NG12 5AD

18. Southbank, Trent Bridge. NG2 5GJ

19. Stratford Haven, Stratford Road, West Bridgford. 

NG2 6BA

20. Tailors Arms, Wilford Lane, Wilford, Nottingham 

NG11 7AX

21. Test Match, Gordon Square, West Bridgford. NG2 

5LP

22. Three Crowns, 23 Easthorpe Street, Ruddington. 

NG11 6LB

23. Trent Bridge Inn (TBI). NG2 6AA

24. White Horse Inn, 60 Church Street. Ruddington. 

NG11 6HD

25. White Lion, Main Street, Rempstone. LE12 6RH  

26. Willow Tree, Rufford Way, West Bridgford. NG2 

6LS

27. Yard of Ale, 1 Walkers Yard Radcliffe on Trent. 

NG12 2FF 

New Additions to LocAle

The Old Dog and Partridge, Parliament Street, 
Nottingham - September 2018

Blues Dawg, Woodborough Road, Mapperley - 
September 2018

Pick & Davy, Nottingham Road, Eastwood - October 
2018

The Dog House, Yorke Street, Hucknall - November 
2018
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Micros March On
The surge in popularity of Micropubs 
continues.

Late November saw the opening of the Millipede, Stapleford’s 
first micropub, at the foot of Alexandra Street and directly 
across from Wetherspoon’s Admiral Sir John Borlase Warren.  
Previously a pizza parlour, the rustic, woody interior, largely 
created from recycled pallets, houses a highly eclectic mix of 
furniture with space left near the window for live music gigs, 
which is not surprising given that the owners, Simon and 
Allison Kemp, also perform with a local band.  Opening times 
are currently Thursday to Sunday 12 noon to 10pm and there 
are normally six or seven cask beers available, often from 
the likes of the Marlpool Brewery or Scribblers, along with a 
real cider.  It is certainly a very welcome addition to the local 
drinking scene and Nottingham Drinker wishes them every 
success.

Back in the city centre and possibly a little too big to be 
classed as a micro, the Hockley Rebel, located in what was 
previously a café directly opposite the Broadway Cinema on 
Broad Street, also opened for business at about the same 
time and sporting a rather similar, wood influenced interior, 
with the bar-back fashioned from wooden crates and bare-
board flooring throughout.  The larger floor space, however, 
is populated by furniture designed more for functionality 
than comfort, but they have also managed to find space for a 
dartboard tucked into one corner. Meanwhile, six handpumps 
along the bar offer a good selection of cask beers, some of 
which are almost guaranteed to come from Welsh brewers 
including Newport based Tiny Rebel where, coincidentally, 
one of the directors also hales from, as the pub is part of the 
growing estate run by the Ales from Wales group.

The dying days of November also witnessed the opening 
of Sawley Junction, a well thought out micropub in what 
was previously a corner shop overlooking the roundabout 
adjacent to Long Eaton railway station, which was until the 
Beeching era the real Sawley Junction.  The very plain, black 
and white exterior could do with some proper signage, as it is 
very easy to miss from a passing car, but the inside is warm 
and friendly and very obviously dog and children friendly.  A 
deep red ceiling supports gantry lighting, there are fitted 
wooden benches on three sides and some interesting bits of 
railway memorabilia about the walls.  There are usually up 
to five cask ales and three ciders available, but don’t bother 
looking for handpumps as orders are fetched direct from casks 
stillaged in a temperature controlled cellar adjoining the bar.  
Most of the beers are sourced locally, with one always likely to 
be from the Birch Cottage Brewery, as this little operation is 
run by the landlady herself from a shed at the bottom of her 
garden in Sawley.  Opening times are Monday to Saturday 12 
to 10.30, with bar service commencing just two hours later 
on Sunday, so locals and rail commuters alike should be well 
catered for by this welcome newcomer to the area’s watering 
holes.
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Campaigning
Article by Paul Newby and Fiona Dickie for 

Nottingham Drinker

Parliament passed the Pubs Code because MPs recognised 
that tied pub tenants were having to operate in an unbalanced 
environment.  The balance was too far weighted in the hands 
of pub companies, they judged.  

They decided that regulation was necessary to change the 
culture of the industry, so that tenants could operate in a fair 
business environment that would allow pubs to thrive – just 
as CAMRA, communities and pub customers in Nottingham 
and across the country want.

The Pubs Code covers the around 10,500 tied tenants in 
England and Wales of the six pub companies who operate 
more than 500 tied tenancies – Admiral Taverns, Ei Group 
(formerly Enterprise inns), Greene King, Marston’s, Punch 
Taverns and Star Pubs & Bars.  At its heart is support for 
two core principles – that of fair and lawful dealing by pub 
companies in relation to their tied tenants; and that tenants 
should not be worse off than they would be if they were 
not subject to any product or service tie.  The Pubs Code 
Adjudicator and Deputy Pubs Code Adjudicator are there to 
ensure that the Code is enforced and that tied tenants are 
able to exercise their rights and options under the Code. 

It is now two and a half years since the Code came into force.  
They have not been without challenge and attention has been 
overwhelmingly focused on the right for tenants to request 
a ‘Market Rent Only’ (MRO) option to go free of tie in certain 
circumstances.  Introducing that right unleashed a significant 
amount of pent-up demand among tenants and a fierce desire 
on the part of pub companies to protect their business models 
leading to a significant and sustained number of disputes 
being referred for arbitration.  

We understand the frustration there has sometimes been 
with the length and complexity of the arbitration process.  We 
have been equally frustrated that too many disputes have 
been referred for arbitration rather than resolved through 
effective negotiation.   But we have also been encouraged by 
indications that a good number of tied pub tenants are making 
full use of their Code rights by using the process to request 
a MRO option to strengthen their hand when negotiating a 
new, improved tied deal.  For many tenants the Code has 
strengthened their ability to make the decisions that are right 

for their individual businesses.

Nevertheless, substantial investment of PCA and Deputy 
PCA time and resources have been required to progress and 
resolve individual arbitration disputes, in particular where the 
same issues are being argued repeatedly by the same pub 
companies.  

We have therefore taken the very significant step of publishing 
the first in a series of awards in arbitration cases.  This new 
level of transparency, putting the arguments and behaviours 
of pub companies in the public domain, will help everybody 
who operates under the Code, and tied tenants in particular, 
to gain an equal understanding of the decisions that are being 
made on questions of Code compliance.  It will also facilitate 
the greater use of alternative arbitrators, and we have put 
these systems in place to increase arbitration capacity and 
expedite cases. 

We are clear, however, that the best option for most parties 
is to settle disputes promptly through negotiation. That 
is increasingly becoming the norm and we anticipate that 
publication of awards will reinforce this development.  We 
will be looking to arbitrate less and invest further in ensuring 
behavioural change for the good of tied pub tenants across 
England and Wales.  In 2019 we want to see arbitration 
becoming the exception rather than the rule.

We are therefore intervening more robustly in the regulatory 
sphere.  Such is our concern over the approach of some pub 
companies to compliance and arbitrations that we are actively 
taking further steps in our capacity as regulator to enforce 
improved practices by pub companies in relation to the issuing 
of compliant MRO proposals.  This means ensuring that in 
each case they have proper evidence to consider that the 
proposal they are making is both reasonable and on common 
terms, and that it represents an accessible option for the 
particular tenant concerned.  

We are asking every tenant who has requested a MRO option 
to complete a questionnaire describing their experiences and 
will use the responses to consider further action.  We are also 
following up a range of other concerns raised by tenants and 
issues we identified in the pub companies’ first compliance 
reports.  Where necessary we will take firm action to ensure 
compliance.  Tenants can access the MRO questionnaire via 
the PCA website:  https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pca-
mro-questionnaire

We have published a Regulatory Handbook that sets out 
what actions we expect from pub companies to demonstrate 
they are complying with the Code and for tenants there is 
a reader-friendly document explaining what they should 
expect from their pub companies.  We have refreshed the PCA 
website to make information easier to find, and in the New 
Year we intend to roll out a refreshed set of Code factsheets 
that reflect feedback from tenants in particular that they 
need more accessible information about their rights and 
options under the Code and how to exercise them.  Tenants 
can find out more about the Code at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/information-for-tenants

EDM 1233 - Pub Closures

Back at the start of May 2018, Early Day Motion 1233 was 
tabled in the House of Commons re pub closures. Generally 
speaking, our branch area MPs are supportive of CAMRA and 
its activities. So, Nottingham CAMRA was surprised to find 
that although 108 MPs had supported the motion by mid-
September, not one of our nine MPs was among them.

In order to better understand why this might be, Nottingham 
CAMRA wrote to each MP on the 23rd of September 2018 to 
ask why they felt unable to support the motion. 

The Branch plans to provide a full analysis a little later in the 
year but to keep readers up-to- speed, details of responses 
received so far are shown in Table 1:
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Tales from the 
North

Congratulations to the 
Dog House, Hucknall and 
Pick & Davy, Eastwood as 
both pubs have received 
their accreditation to the 
Nottingham CAMRA LocAle 
scheme, again showing 
the quality of beers that 
are being provided by the 
ever expanding number 
of micro-pubs in the 
Nottingham CAMRA area.

The Christmas period 
should be a time of good 
will but sadly it is also a 
time when thieves take 

advantage of busy pubs and perhaps one of the saddest 
recent stories relates to the Foresters Arms, Newthorpe. Jamie 
the landlord was in the process of opening a restaurant at the 
pub and had ordered five Christmas trees to provide festival 
cheer but on the eve of the opening the trees were stolen 
from an outside shed.

Most pub goers assume that landlords are in competition 
with each other but when Colin, Mellors Mews, heard about 
the theft his first thoughts were how to help Jamie. A few 
telephone calls later and Catherine, Dog & Parrot, Eastwood, 
Andy, Pick & Davy, Hilltop; Akhil, Caught & Bowled, Giltbrook; 
Zac, Royal Oak, Watnall and Lisa, White Lion, Brinsley had all 
pledged to buy a tree and so with the tree bought by Colin a 
total of six trees arrived at the Foresters Arms.

Jamie tells me that the restaurant has proved a great success 
with over 60 enjoying Sunday lunch last weekend.

Staying in Eastwood and the Dog & Parrot is about to 
celebrate its second anniversary – Saturday 23rd February live 
music from 4.00 to 11.00pm and on Sunday ‘Acoustic Union’ 
with be performing 3.00-6.00.  The micro- pub has gained a 
reputation for its live music and the anniversary party should 
feature a number of live bands. The pub is also having a 
special Monday music night (Monday 12 February, 2019 – £5 
tickets will need to be acquired in advance and on 18th March 
they host an evening with In Storey-Moore – again advance 
tickets (£15) are required.

Moving to Kimberley and the good news is that the Queens 
Head should shortly re-open as a real ale pub.  Colin Gibbin 
is in negotiation with the owners of the property and hopes 
to lease the premises and recreate the success he has had 
with Mellors Mews (Eastwood). He has told ND that ideally 

he would like to open in February but this is subject to 
planning permission being received for some minor building 
modifications, but even if delayed the pub should re-open in 
March. Colin explained that his aim was to provide top quality 
real ale and also have regular live music. A full report will 
appear in the next edition of ND.

Staying in Kimberley and the Miners Return in Kimberley 
have demonstrated their commitment to charitable causes 
and have produced a calendar (in tribute to that produced 
by the ‘calendar girls’) – ‘Dare to Bare’. The calendar 
‘contains images of nudity and silliness’ with proceeds going 
to Prostrate Cancer. A small number of calendars are still 
available and can be purchased for £10 from the pub.

The Gate and the Lord Clyde, in Kimberley (Greene King) 
are both advertising that they are ‘Pubs to Let’ and ND will 
provide updates on the situation, once their futures are 
decided.

Just up the road and The Gate Inn, Awsworth is hosting a 
Charity Vinyl night on Saturday 23rd February from 7.30pm. 
Bring your favourite Vinyl records and Pay to Play them £5 for 
15 minutes or bid for your favourite record to be played (if 
available) (twin record decks provided). The pub has gained 
a reputation not just for the excellence of its beer but for its 
charitable work and this should be a great night raising money 
for ‘Young Lives vs Cancer Clic Sargent.

In Hucknall at the Nottingham CAMRA 2018 Pub of the Year 
Ewen Clark and his team are planning the pubs second 
anniversary party (celebrating being taken over by Lincoln 
Green) and on 17 February, 2019 plan to have at least ten 
Lincoln Green beers on with a variety of beer related snacks. 
The upstairs ‘restaurant’ will also start offering specials nights 
with so far Mussels; Vegan and Italian planned. The special 
nights will be a set menu and promise a culinary experience 
second to none. It is advised that advance bookings be made 
by contacting the pub.

Staying in Hucknall and the Beer Shack, Hucknall’s first 
micro-pub, now offers ‘Gary’s specials’. When barman Gary 
is serving he will occasionally offer a beer at £2.50 an pint 
although locals suggest this only happened when owner James 
is not about! The micro-pub does an all-day Wednesday quiz 
for those who fancy an intellectual challenge whilst having a 
pint of real ale or cider. 

The 2019 Hucknall Beer & Cider festival is now to open 
an additional day and the beer and cider range is to be 
expanded. The Festival will be open 5.00pm -11.00pm on 
Thursday 14th February; 11.00-11.00 Friday 15th; 12.00-
11.00 Saturday 16th and 12.00-3.00pm on Sunday 17th 
February, 2019. Live music will again be on Saturday 
night and the Champion Beer of Nottinghamshire (CBoN) 
competition will take place on the Thursday.

If you have any information about changes to pubs in the 
‘North’ or news please let me know and I will try and visit and 
feature it in future editions.
Contact andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org
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John Westlake seeks out those 
places in our area where good food 
and good ale go hand in hand.

THE OLDE RED LION

In 1145, when Cistercian monks arrived at Rufford intent 
on founding an abbey, they bought up many of the existing 
village buildings in the area in order to protect their privacy 
and seclusion.  Village folk displaced in this way moved to 
a favourable, elevated site a mile or so to the east, where 
they established the settlement of Wellow, centred around an 
imposing village green and the site of its famous maypole.  
Overlooking the scene, where ribbon dancing still takes place 
every spring, is the delightful, white painted and pantiled Olde 
Red Lion, a 400 year old, traditional, multi-roomed village 
inn, complete with a neat beer garden to the rear of the car 
park.  Handily located for visitors to Rufford Abbey Country 
Park, Sherwood Forest and even Clumber Park, which is not 
too far away, the oak beamed interior comprises a cosy bar at 
the front adjoining an even more intimate snug, which leads 
through to a comfortable lounge and the dining room beyond.  
Interesting old maps and prints of the local area adorn the 
walls, while the bar counter sports four hand-pumps offering 
Olde Red Lion’s Ale, a traditional English bitter from the 
nearby and appropriately named Maypole Brewery, Charles 
Wells’ Bombardier and two regularly changing guest beers.

The menu, 
supplemented 
by half a dozen 
or so blackboard 
specials, is 
divided between 
lunch and 
dinner, the 
latter being 
somewhat 
longer and 
even though 
a little more 
expensive, still 
excellent value 

for money.  This is lunchtime, however, and although kicking 
off with the battered mushrooms accompanied by a garlic 
dip (£4.50) is tempting, I have discovered that the soup of 
the day (£3.95) is celery, which has always been a favourite 
of mine and was once one of Heinz’s varieties that sadly 
disappeared from the shelves some years ago.  Presumably, 
not many people liked it as much as I did!  A few slurps of 
the tasty house beer later, I am presented with a bowl of 
piping hot, pale green, creamy soup accompanied by half of a 
crusty, warm baguette with a pat of butter, and it is every bit 
as good as I hoped it would be; packed full of intense celery 
flavours, well seasoned and thoroughly satisfying.  Suitably 
encouraged, I am looking forward to the main course.

Red snapper Mediterranean stew (£10.95), one of the daily 
specials, nearly has me hooked, but having enjoyed their 
home-made steak and ale pie (£6.95) so much on a previous 
visit, I cannot resist ordering it again.  Served with a choice 
of chips or new potatoes, fresh vegetables and a jug of gravy, 
it is exactly what a proper pie should be: a generous wedge 
cut from a sizeable whole, embraced in a thin and crispy 
shortcrust case and full of lovely, juicy chunks of meat.  All 
those pubs that think a pie is an individual sized bowl of 
casserole with just an apologetic slab of puff pastry plonked 
on top should send their chefs here to see how it really 
should be done!  Needless to say, it is all absolutely delicious.  
The beef in the pie, cooked with mushrooms and onions to 
succulent perfection, is joined on the plate by Savoy cabbage, 
sliced carrots, a couple of tender broccoli spears and a more 
than generous helping of waxy new potatoes, with a small 
jug of rich, flavoursome gravy on the side completing the 

presentation.  This is simple home cooking at its best and all 
for what some esteblishments would charge for a sandwich!

Desserts, all priced at £3.50, are equally unfussy, with a 
choice of homely favourites such as cherry pie or chocolate 
fudge cake and served with either custard or ice cream, but 
for me, all that I need is another half of the well-kept local 
beer to round off a thoroughly enjoyable meal, which certainly 
hasn’t broken the bank.

The Olde Red Lion
Eakring Road, Wellow, Nottinghamshire NG22 0EG.
Tel: 01623 861000
www.wellow.me/lion.htm
Food served Monday to Thursday 12 – 2.30 and 5 - 9; Friday 
and Saturday 12 – 9; Sunday 12 – 6.

THE FALCON INN

Located just a few miles south of East Midlands Airport and 
equally handy for Charnwood Forest, the village of Long 
Whatton is thoroughly deserving of its name, straggling 
along the main road as it does for over a mile and virtually 
bookended by its two pubs, the Royal Oak at the eastern 
end and to the west, my lunching destination for today.  An 
appealing, cream and black painted hostelry built in the 
middle of the 19th century, the Falcon Inn, with its large car 
park to the rear almost encircling a very well-appointed beer 
garden, complete with outdoor furniture that is certainly a 
cut above your average picnic tables, is an Everard’s Brewery 
house that not only offers good food and a choice of four real 
ales, one of which is always Everard’s copper hued and tasty 
Tiger, but also has a small number of rooms for those seeking 
accommodation.  Meanwhile, the L-shaped, traditional interior 
complete with faux beams, eclectic furniture (two easy chairs 
even sport smart jackets and waistcoats) and plenty of 
suitably pubby bric-à-brac, extends around the bar counter 
towards a raised and carpeted dining area at the rear.

There is a 
fixed price 
menu served 
weekdays until 
6.30 that offers 
two course 
for £11.95 
(£2 more for 
three), whilst 
the main menu, 
supplemented 
in the evening 
by a choice of 
daily specials, 

is concentrated 
firmly on traditional pub fare, along with a selection of stone-
baked pizzas, sandwiches and wraps.  I have no doubt that 
beetroot hash, topped with grilled Halloumi and wilted spinach 
(£5.95), will appeal to many a vegetarian diner, but although 
I love beetroot, I have to confess to finding Halloumi one of 
the world’s most underwhelming and rubbery cheeses.  Crispy 

Fare Deals

The Olde Red Lion, Wellow

Steak and Ale pie at The Olde Red Lion

The Falcon Inn, Long Whatton
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pulled pork served with a honey and hoisin dressing on a bed 
of baby gem lettuce, spring onions and cucumber (£6.95) 
appeals greatly, however, even if I have got my fingers 
crossed that the dressing is not too sweet, and I do not 
have too long to wait to prove that I need not have worried.  
Thin cucumber batons, punchy, chopped spring onions and 
crunchy lettuce underpin a neat little pile of meltingly tender, 
partially shredded meat, crispy at the edges from the cooking 
and deeply flavoursome, with enjoyable hints of oriental 
spicing from the soy based hoisin sauce and just a delicate 
sweetness derived from a not too heavy hand with the honey.  
Reminiscent of the classic way of serving Peking duck, it is all 
utterly scrumptious and goes down very well indeed with a 
nice glass of Tiger.

Avoiding the beer battered Halloumi and chips (£10.95) as 
a main course, needless to say, I am very tempted by the 
rosemary and garlic marinated 8oz lamb rump served with 

dauphinoise potatoes, seasonal vegetables and a red wine 
jus (£14.95), but after the pork starter, I opt for something 
rather lighter in the shape of a classic Caesar salad (£8.95), 
to which can be added a chicken breast, my choice of a 
grilled salmon fillet or – you’ve guessed it – Halloumi for an 
extra £4.  Presented in a deep bowl, I am soon surveying 
a very generous medley of green and black, pitted olives, 
tangy anchovy fillets, small, salty bacon lardons and torn 
cos lettuce, all clothed in a creamy white and zingy Caesar 
dressing and topped with crunchy croutons, shaved Parmesan 
and finally, an orangey pink, hearty fillet of fish garnished with 
a few pea shoots.  The salad, I am delighted to say, is as good 
as any I have had the pleasure to chomp my way through, 
while the salmon itself has been cooked to a moist and flaky, 
flavoursome perfection, complete with a thin layer of dark, 
crispy skin, just as it should be.

Regrettably, I have no room for the Falcon’s cheeseboard 
(£7.95), but those with a liking for sweet delights might well 
be lured by a mixed berry Eton mess (£5.75) or, perhaps, a 
similarly priced orange crème brûlée with home-made fennel 
shortbread.  Whatever the choice, I very much doubt that 
eating out here will result in epicurean disappointment.

The Falcon Inn
64 Main Street, Long Whatton, Leicestershire LE12 5DG.
Tel: 01509 842416
www.falconlongwhatton.co.uk
Food served Monday to Friday 12 – 2.30 and 5.30 – 9.30; 
Saturday 12 – 9.30; Sunday 12 – 8.
Breakfast every day 7.30 – 10.30.

Caesar Salad with Salmon at The Falcon Inn
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FRIDAY 1ST MARCH 
TO SUNDAY 31ST MARCH

#SNPSTROLL

Visit any of the pubs listed overleaf and buy a half or a pint of Stout or Porter, collect a sticker and place in the 
appropriate box on the form on page 4 of this guide. You need to visit a minimum of six different pubs.

IF IT’S MARCH - IT CAN ONLY MEAN ONE 
THING - THE STOUT AND PORTER STROLL 

IS HERE AGAIN. WHY NOT TAKE PART?

This is the Fifteenth Nottingham CAMRA Stout and Porter event. 
It is a month of campaigning in order to promote two of the 
oldest beer styles still drunk in Britain today - and this year we 
have the magnificent total of 61 pubs for you to visit.

The Stroll will take place from Friday 1st March through to 
Sunday 31st March 2019. To support the event, just visit the 
pubs to find out what is available; many outlets will be stocking 
several different beers throughout the stroll. When you have 
sampled your chosen tipple, don’t forget to collect your sticker 
and place it on your form. Once you’ve visited six pubs you can 
enter our prize draw. The prizes are bottles of stout or porter. 
We would, of course, like you to continue and visit as many 
of the participating pubs as possible over the course of the 
month, as this helps support the pubs and is a thank you for 
them agreeing to be part of the stroll, but that is your decision. 
Please drink responsibly.

When you have finished either hand your completed form to 
any Nottingham CAMRA committee member or post to the 
address on the bottom of the sticker sheet.

Every person who sends in a qualifying form will receive a free 
pint of stout or porter at the Nottingham Robin Hood Beer and 
Cider Festival to be held at Motorpoint Arena on Wednesday 9th 
to Saturday 12th October

You will notice that there are two questions on the entry form. 
So when you have visited all the pubs let us know who, in your 
opinion, served the best pint and also have a good look around 
the place, see what effort they have gone to, in creating a 
good display and then please let us know. We will then make a 
presentation to the winners

Please note that all beers are subject to availability. Please 
bear with the pubs, the beer might have just gone or the next 
one might not be quite ready. Also, all participating pubs were 
invited at the beginning of January. Circumstances at the pub 
may have changed. If no Stout or Porter is on offer, please 
accept the apology of Nottingham CAMRA - some things are 
beyond our control!

There are many pubs on the stroll in Nottingham 
city centre. All the others are accessible by public 
transport, although some may require a walk. Some 
services have a low frequency particularly during the 
evenings. Please check before setting off. Many pubs 
are on the NET tram route. Others can be reached 
by NCT, Trent Barton and Your Bus. For further 
information please contact the companies. Timetables 
are available on the internet: www.nctx.co.uk or 
www.trentbarton.co.uk or www.catchyourbus.co.uk or 
www.thetram.net  For advice on any route contact 
Traveline at: www.traveline.org.uk or on 0871 200 22 
33, or look at: www.triptimes.co.uk

There are plenty of Stouts and Porters 

brewed these days but some to look out 

for locally include:’Sherwood Reserve’ from 

Castle Rock; ‘Sooty Stout’ from Nottingham 

Brewery; ‘Tuck’ porter from Lincoln Green; 

‘Guerrilla Stout’ from Blue Monkey; ‘Raven 

Stout’ from Magpie Brewery; ‘Papa Jangles 

Voodoo Stout’ from Totally Brewery; and 

‘Rise and Shine’  from Black Iris Brewery

There are many other stouts and porters 

that will be available throughout the trail - 

see how many you can find.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR ON THE 
STOUT & PORTER STROLL

Ensure you add your own details to the form and then post it in by 13th April 2019 to 
Nottingham CAMRA at  the address provided.



Pub Address Post Code Phone Number

ABDICATION 89 Mansfield Road Daybrook NG5 6BH no phone

ANNIE'S BURGER SHACK/ 
Ocean State Tavern

5 Broadway, Lace 
Market Nottingham NG1 1PR 0115 9242442

BARLEY TWIST 91 Carrington Street Nottingham NG1 7FE 0115 9505456

BARREL DROP 7 Hurt's Yard Nottingham NG1 6JD 0115 9243018

BEERHEADZ (Nottm) 1a Queens Road Nottingham NG2 3AS 07914 136055

BREAD & BITTER 153 Woodthorpe 
Drive Mapperley NG3 5JL 0115 9607541

BURNT PIG 53 Market Street Ilkeston DE7 5RB 07538 723722

COCK AND HOOP 25 High Pavement Nottingham NG1 1HE 0115 8523232

CRAFTY CROW 102 Friar Lane Nottingham NG1 6EB 0115 8371992

CRICKETERS REST 4 Chapel Street Kimberley NG16 2NP 0115 9131156

CROWN 21 Church Street Beeston NG9 1FY 0115 9678623 

DEWDROP 24 Station Street Ilkeston DE7 5TE 0115 9329684

DOCTOR'S ORDERS 351 Mansfield Road Carrington NG5 2DA 0115 9607985

EMBANKMENT 282-284 Arkwright 
Street Nottingham NG2 2GR 0115 9864502

ERNEHALE Nottingham Road Arnold NG5 6JN 0115 9674945

FALCON 1 Alfreton Road Canning Circus NG7 3JE 0115 9244635

FORESTERS  INN 183 Huntingdon 
Street Nottingham NG1 3NL 0115 9507910

FOX  & CROWN 33 Church Street Basford NG6 0GA 0115 9422002

FOX  & GRAPES 21 Southwell Road Nottingham NG1 1DL 0115 8418970

FRAME BREAKERS High Street Ruddington NG11 6DT 0115 8590060

GAMEKEEPERS 136 Nottingham Road Eastwood NG16 3GD no phone

GATE Main Street Awsworth NG16 2RN 0115 9329821

HAND & HEART 65-67 Derby Road Nottingham NG1 5BA 0115 9582456

HOP POLE 2 Chilwell Road Beeston NG9 4AE 0115 9251174

HORSE & JOCKEY 20 Nottingham Road Stapleford NG9 8AA 0115 8759655

JOSEPH ELSE 11-12 South Parade Nottingham NG1 2JS 0115 9475034

KEAN’S HEAD 46 St Mary’s Gate Nottingham NG1 1QA 0115 9474052

LANGTRYS 4 South Sherwood 
Street Nottingham NG1 4BY 0115 9472124

LINCS. POACHER 161 Mansfield Road Nottingham NG1 3FR 0115 9411584

LION 44 Mosley Street New Basford NG7 7FQ 0115 9703506

LORD ROBERTS 24 Broad Street Nottingham NG1 3AN 0115 9481592

Wildcard: Wildcard:



Pub Address Post Code Phone Number

MARLPOOL ALE HOUSE 5 Breach Road Marlpool DE75 7NJ 07963 511855

MINERS RETURN 125 Eastwood Rd Kimberley NG16 2HQ 07749 439584

NED LUDD 27 Friar Lane Nottingham NG1 6DA 0115 9243415

NEWSHOUSE 123 Canal Street Nottingham NG1 7HB 0115 9523061

OBSERVATORY 14a Market Place Ilkeston DE7 5QA 0115 9328040

OLD VOLUNTEER 35 Burton Road Carlton NG4 3DQ 0115 9872299

ORGAN GRINDER 21 Alfreton Road Canning Circus NG7 3JE 0115 9700630

OVERDRAUGHT 11-15 Alfreton Rd Canning Circus NG7 3JE

PLOUGH 17 St Peter’s Street Radford NG7 3EN 0115 9702615

POPPY & PINT Pierrepont Road Lady Bay NG2 5DX 0115 9819995

ROBIN HOOD & LITTLE 
JOHN Church Street Arnold NG5 8FD 0115 9201054

ROEBUCK 9 - 11 St James’s 
Street Nottingham NG1 6FH 0115 9793400

ROOM WITH A BREW 78 Derby Road Nottingham NG1 5FD 07780 662244

ROOTS EMPORIUM 17 Nottingham Road Kimberley NG16 2NB 07864 572037

ROSE OF ENGLAND 36 Mansfield Road Nottingham NG1 3GY 0115 9582636

ROUND ROBINN 54 Main Street East Leake LE12 6PG 07538 894898

SALUTATION Hounds Gate Nottingham NG1 7AA 0115 9476580

SAMUEL HALL Old Bus Depot Sherwood NG5 2JN 0115 9246230

SIR JOHN BORLASE 
WARREN 1 Ilkeston Road Canning circus NG7 3GD 0115 9881889

SIX BARREL 
DRAUGHTHOUSE 14-16 Carlton Street Nottingham NG1 1NN 0115 9501798

STAR 22 Middle Street Beeston NG9 1FX 0115 8545320

STATION HOTEL Station Terrace Hucknall NG15 7TQ 0115 9632588

STRATFORD HAVEN 2 Stratford Road West Bridgford NG2 6BA 0115 9825981

TAP & GROWLER 209 Nottingham Road Hill Top, Eastwood NG16 3GS 07837 396798

TOTALLY TAPPED 23 Chilwell Road Beeston NG9 1EH no phone

VAT & FIDDLE 12 Queensbridge 
Road Nottingham NG2 1NB 0115 9850611

VICTORIA 85 Dovecote Lane Beeston NG9 1JG 0115 9254049

WHITE LION 47/49 Town Street Bramcote Village NG9 3HH 0115 9257841

WILLOWBROOK 13 Main Road Gedling NG4 3HQ 0115 9878596

YARD OF ALE 1A Walkers Yard Radcliffe-on-Trent NG12 2FF 0115 9334888

If you visit a pub that has a Stout or Porter on that isn’t on the stroll you can write any wildcards here. These wildcards count 
towards the number of pubs you visit.

Wildcard: Wildcard:
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TO FILL IN THE 
FORM ASK FOR 
A STICKER AT 

THE BAR WHEN 
ORDERING A PINT 

OR A HALF

STOUT & PORTER STROLL - RECORD SHEET & ENTRY FORM

ANNIE’S  
BURGER 
SHACK

ABDICA-
TION

CROWN DEWDROP

HAND & 
HEART

LINCS. 
POACHER

LION
NEWS-
HOUSE

OBSERVA-
TORY

SIX 
BARREL 

DRAUGHT-
HOUSE

STAR

VICTORIA WHITE 
LION

WILLOW-
BROOK

YARD OF 
ALE

ROSE OF 
ENGLAND

STATION 
HOTEL 

BARREL 
DROP

DOCTOR’S 
ORDERS

HOP 
POLE

LORD 
ROBERTS

BEER-
HEADZ 
(Nottm)

BREAD & 
BITTER

BURNT PIG

EMBANK-
MENT

HORSE & 
JOCKEY

MARL-
POOL ALE 

HOUSE

ROUND 
ROBINN

STRAT-
FORD 

HAVEN

FORESTERS  
INN

FOX  & 
CROWN

FOX  & 
GRAPES

ERNEHALE

JOSEPH 
ELSE

NED 
LUDD

ORGAN 
GRINDER

TAP & 
GROWLER

CRAFTY 
CROW

CRICKET-
ERS REST

COCK AND 
HOOP

FRAME 
BREAKERS

KEAN’S 
HEAD

SALUTA-
TION

SAMUEL 
HALL 

SIR JOHN 
BORLASE 
WARREN

VAT & 
FIDDLE

TOTALLY 
TAPPED

GATE LANGTRYS

OLD 
VOLUN-

TEER
PLOUGH POPPY & 

PINT

ROBIN 
HOOD & 
LITTLE 
JOHN

ROOM 
WITH A 
BREW

ROOTS 
EMPORIUM

BARLEY 
TWIST

FALCON GAME-
KEEPERS

MINERS 
RETURN

OVER-
DRAUGHT

ROEBUCK

In your opinion, which pub served the best Stout or Porter? 

…………...........................……………….............…………...........

In your opinion which pub had the best Stout & Porter display? 

.................……………..........................……………………...........

Name: …………...........................…………………………............

Address: ……………..........................…………………….............

........................................  Postcode: ………………………........

Email address: ………………………........................……............

Post your form to: Stout and Porter Stroll, Nottingham CAMRA, 13 Amersham Rise, Aspley, Nottingham NG8 5QL
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25 Pilot

Pilot is a high-yielding hedgerow variety, with an oil balance 
which makes it distinct from most other English hops. It is 
also known for its marmalade flavour, with aromas of lemon 
and spice.
Pilot has bittering characteristics described as “wonderfully 
refreshing, clean and crisp” with a flavour intensity of 5/10. 
The distinctive essential oils make it a useful bittering or 
late aroma hop. Bred at Horticulture Research International 
(HRI) Wye College in the UK and released in 2001, Pilot has 
a tolerance to wilt, but is susceptible to both downy and 
powdery mildews. It has good storage stability.

26 Pioneer

Pioneer’s classic English aroma characteristics include 
a distinctly hoppy, yet pleasant lemon and grapefruit 
aroma, with cedar and herbal flavour notes. Its bittering 
characteristics are said to be mild-tempered but crisp, 
refreshing and clean, with a  high flavour intensity of 8/10.

Pioneer was bred from Omega at Horticulture Research 
International, Wye College and was released originally in 
1996. It is a sister to Herald. It is a high alpha, high yielding 
variety and is a very acceptable substitute for many other 
hops used for kettle hopping. It is considered  suitable for use 
at any point in the brewing process, including bittering and a 
late aroma hop. It is a hedgerow variety with a good tolerance 
to wilt, but is susceptible to both downy and powdery 
mildews. It has very good storage stability.

Pioneer suits India pale ales, red ales, strong bitters and 
other speciality ales.

27 Progress

Progress has aromas which consist of sweet grass, floral, 
mint and earthy flavour tones. It has bittering characteristics 
described as full-bodied and well-rounded, with a flavour 
intensity of 6/10. Progress makes an excellent bittering and 
late aroma hop.

Originally developed as a low-cost replacement for Fuggles 
at Wye College in 1951, a seedling of WGV (Whitbread 
Golding Variety) was crossed with OB79. It was released for 
commercial growing in 1964. Progress is a tall hop with a 
cone structure similar but more open than that of Fuggles. 
It has a tolerance to wilt, but a susceptibility to powdery and 
downy mildews.

Progress is only grown commercially in England in limited 
amounts for a few specific breweries. It is considered to 
possess breeding potential because of its exceptionally early 
seasonal maturity.

Progress suits a wide range of styles including English bitters, 

pale ales, stouts and porters, Czech pilsners, bocks and wheat 
beer.

28 Sovereign

Increasingly well regarded, Sovereign has gained respect 
for its complex and delicate aroma profile. It works well as a 
single hop and is described as “a wonderful hedgerow variety 
with a medium alpha acid range and wonderfully complex 
aroma”. That aroma is described as floral, grassy and herbal 
with a hint of mint flavours and vanilla. Sovereign has a 
classic, well-rounded, green-tea bittering characteristic with a 
flavour intensity of 6/10.

Bred from an open pollination made in 1995 at Horticulture 
Research International (HRI), Wye College in the UK and 
released in 2006, Sovereign is the grand-daughter of Pioneer. 
It works well with Goldings in British bitters and pale ales and 
suits American lager and American pale ale styles.

Sources: Hops List  http://www.hopslist.com; British Hop 
Association https://www.britishhops.org.uk

Humology UK
In his penultimate look at the UK’s 
commercial hops, Nick Molyneux considers 
another four homegrown varieties:
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Cooking with Ale and Cider
ND’s resident foodie Anthony Hewitt cooks a delicious ale and mushroom pie

Hello to one and all and may I wish you a belated “Happy New 
Year”, also welcome to the 150th edition of the Nottingham 
Drinker.

So for the first recipe of 2019 I have decided to lay before 
you a meat free pie that can be enjoyed by meat lovers and 
vegetarians alike.

This pie is packed with several varieties of mushrooms 
with the addition of a full bodied Stout to give it a robust 
flavour with each mouthful.  If you wish to alter the balance 
of mushrooms to suit your tastes or even add some wild 
mushrooms, the choice is yours, but please make sure you 
know what wild mushrooms you are adding, don’t go picking 
any that are poisonous.

I could have chosen a malty Copper or Red Ale for this dish, 
but there were two reasons for choosing a Stout for this 
recipe. The first is that at this time of year I find a good Stout 
is warming to the soul and secondly to help promote the 
Nottingham Camra “Stout and Porter Stroll” that is coming up 
in March.

As usual I try to use only LocAles or Local Ciders in my recipes 
and there are several local breweries that produce excellent 
Stouts. If you prefer to try using a Porter instead please do, I 
know they work just as well.    

A Real Ale Stout Mushroom Pie

Serves 4
Ingredients
For The Pastry.
10oz (250g) Plain Flour
5oz (125g) Pastry Margarine
3 - 4 tbsp Stout
Pinch of Salt

For The Filling.
18oz (500g) Mushrooms, a selection of shiitake, chestnut, field, 
tiny button mushrooms 
1oz (25g) of Butter 
1 Garlic Clove, finely chopped 
8 floz (200ml) Vegetable Stock
6 floz (150ml) Stout 
1 tbsp of Olive Oil 
1 Medium Red Onion, halved and thinly sliced 
1 tsp soy sauce,
Salt and freshly ground Black Pepper
--------
2 tsp Corn Flour, for gravy thickening

Method
1, Pick over and clean the mushrooms. Only resort to washing 
those that you cannot clean with a brush or cloth, leave the 
smaller mushrooms whole, and cut the larger ones either in 

half or into fat slices, depending on shape and size. 
2, Divide the prepared mushrooms into three batches. Melt 
about a third of the butter in a large frying pan and cook one 
batch of mushrooms over a medium heat until starting to 
soften. Add a little of the garlic with some salt and pepper to 
taste and a splash of the Stout and continue to cook, stirring, 
for another minute. Spoon into fine sieve placed over a 
bowl and set aside while you cook the remaining batches of 
mushrooms in the same way.
3, When the 3 batches have been cooked and strained, place 
the mushrooms into a separate bowl and set to one side the 
cooking liquor. 
4, Heat the olive oil in a large pan , add the onion slices and fry 
until they are a nutty brown. Pour in the prepared stock, the 
rest of the stout and the cooking liquor, then add the cooked 
mushrooms.
5, Bring to the boil and cook gently over a low heat for 5–7 
minutes (don’t overcook or you will lose the individual flavours 
of the mushrooms). Adjust the seasoning to taste with the salt, 
pepper and the soy sauce. Once again strain the mushrooms 
and save the cooking liquor. Allow to cool completely.
6, Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 6.
7, To make the pastry, in a mixing bowl sieve the flour and add 
the salt and pastry margarine and mix together with finger tips 
or in a food processor until fine bread crumbs are achieved. 
Add the stout and stir with a fork then using one hand bring 
the mix together into a stiff ball of dough. Leave to rest for 10 
minutes.
8, Cut the dough in half and on a floured surface roll out one 
half of the pastry to a thickness of about 3mm. Line a 20cm 
diameter loose bottomed pie/cake tin with the pastry, trim of 
any excess pastry, but leave pastry all the way to the rim edge. 
Place a sheet of grease proof paper over this then add a layer 
of baking beans/dried peas and blind bake the pastry base in 
the middle of the oven for 10 minutes.
9, Remove the tin from the oven and remove the paper and 
beans. Fill the pastry base with the cold mushrooms. Roll out 
the other half of the pastry to just wider than the rim of the pie 
dish. Wet the rim with a little water, then lift the pastry lid with 
the help of the rolling pin and place over the pie tin. Press the 
lid rim down onto the base rim to form a seal and trim off any 
excess pastry.
10, If you wish to, squeeze together the pastry trimmings 
and using pastry cutter shapes decorate the pie lid and 
make a couple of small slits in the lid to allow the steam to 
escape. Glaze by brushing with beaten egg or milk. Bake in 
the preheated oven for 40 minutes, until the pastry is golden 
brown.
11, While the pie is baking, put the reserved cooking liquor 
into a pan and bring to the boil. in a small jug mix the corn 
flour with a little water and add a small amount at a time into 
the boiling stirring well in until the required consistency you 
want is reached.
12, Serve the pie hot with potatoes and vegetables of your 
choice.
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Pips From The Core - SICA
Small Independent Cidermakers Association
“…it seems ludicrous that we need to prove that a British cider or perry is made from fresh British 
grown and picked fruit…”

Smoke & Mirrors. 
You know the sort of thing 
- that “closing down sale” 
which never ends… that 
Recommended Retail Price 
which may (or may not) have 
been available somewhere 
in the world at some point 
in time… the small print, 
that well known trap for the 
unwary… Or that beer which 
has a funky new label and 
includes the word “craft” 
even though you know 

it’s the same old national industrial brew, a bit like “The 
Emperor’s New Clothes”. 

So it is with cider and of course perry. 
Ask anyone what cider is and the answer will be an alcoholic 
drink made from apples. However, the changes in recent 
years over what the label “cider” is applied to, has turned 
that answer into a vague notion. Only a few years ago, the 
Government and HMRC had to stipulate what the term “cider” 
could be applied to and specify the minimum juice content - a 
lowly 35% if you are interested! Then there are the myriad 
of flavours and colours being added to that apple juice, but 
it was and is still, being labelled and sold as “traditional” or 
“real” cider. And where did those apples come from to make 
the cider? Fresh picked from an apple tree growing in the UK 
- or imported as concentrate from the biggest manufacturers 
of apple concentrate in the world such as China or the USA or 
Poland?  

These and other points all add up to the confusion facing 
consumers who are interested in the provenance of their 
chosen drink. There is no compulsory ingredient labelling for 
alcoholic drinks so finding out facts is often a shot in the dark; 
and what is listed may be meaningless marketing- and/or ad-
men drivel. Example: “Made with 100% real apple juice.” Does 
that mean only the minimum 35% of the drink is real apple 
juice? More smoke & mirrors?        

Just as with the discerning beer drinker and passionate craft 
brewer, so discerning cider drinkers and small independent 
craft cidermakers began to despair. Some cidermakers have 
tried to tackle the issue of what “real cider” is - or at least 
should be - but have been thwarted and unsuccessful. CAMRA 
have their own “definition” of course, but let’s be honest it 
has no teeth and sadly that definition is even ignored by 
some CAMRA festivals who should be campaigning for and 
promoting those cider and perry that do meet or exceed said 
CAMRA definition. 

In the summer of 2018, another small group of cidermakers 
got together and threw around the idea of having a Quality 
Mark for cider which had some legal basis in that it could only 
be applied to products meeting specific criteria; such as juice 
content, where the apples came from, and that the apples 
were fresh picked. Steered by James Mcilwraith of Sampford 
Courtenay Cider in Devon, this group of cidermakers became 
the Small Independent Cidermakers Association and began to 
attract other like-minded passionate craft cidermakers from 
around the UK. Following the all-day “Cider X” conference at 
Exeter University in September 2018, agreement was made 
to move forward and set up a Community Interest Company 
- importantly one that is legally registered and so has teeth. 
A group of directors has been set up with all but one being 
a small passionate craft cidermaker, and the directors cover 
all regions of the UK, with two of the directors being based 
locally here in the East Midlands. 

SICA has a number of aims but the most important to 

consumers will be the introduction of the UK’s first National 
Cider Quality Mark, auditing how the cider or perry has been 
made, to ensure and maintain product legality and quality. 
To be able to prove how a cider or perry is made, from what 
and the percentage juice content, is a major step forward 
- somehow it seems ludicrous that we need to prove that a 
British cider or perry is made from fresh British grown and 
picked fruit, and that it is at least 90% fresh pressed juice. 
So, key to the aims of the SICA Quality Mark is working with 
the KIWA Agri Food group who will audit exactly how cider & 
perry that is to bear the SICA logo is made. Inspection will 
take place regularly and if a product does not meet or exceed 
the required standard then the right to carry the SICA Quality 
Mark logo is withdrawn. This is a guarantee to the consumer 
that, for once, there are no ‘smoke and mirrors’ involved here.      

The scheme is deliberately for independent cidermakers 
classed as “small”, so covers those producing up to 15,000L 
PA including the Duty Exempt makers producing less than 
7,000L PA. Very importantly though, SICA is focused on the 
quality and integrity of the final product - and not the size 
of the maker. Part of the aims of the Association also include 
looking at Duty and campaigning for a Small Cider Duty 

Relief Scheme, similar in 
scope and benefit to the 
relief scheme enjoyed by 
small brewers; to lobby 
for changes to existing 
duty rules and regulations 
so that they might better 
reflect the interests of the 
smaller cider and perry 
maker; and to preserve 
and maintain orchards 
along with building 
mutually beneficial links 
with orchard groups and 
similar societies. 

More information on SICA can be found on their website at: 
www.smallindependentcidermakers.co.uk
Follow them on their Facebook page: Small Independent 
Cidermakers Association or via Twitter: @SICACider
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Pips From The Core - Station Scrump
A day milling and pressing with intrepid Nottingham CAMRA Branch members 
who dared to venture north to the end of the line.  Tram line that is!
Following a presentation I gave at a Branch meeting about 
cider and duty, the Nottingham CAMRA Social Secretary Mick 
Courtney mentioned to me that he’d like to put together a 
social event to enable interested folk to find out a bit more 
about making real cider from real apples; in this current age 
of fobbing off consumers with anything bearing the word 
“cider” on the label, that idea is not as daft as it may sound. 
So when we returned from holiday and wandered into the 
Station Hotel in Hucknall for then manager Dan to chat with 
us about the proposed “cider making session”, it wasn’t too 
much of a surprise. October is of course “Apple Month” but 
to fit in with everything else, the day chosen for this cider 
making session was to be Saturday 29th September, 2018; so 
close enough to October and crucially, able to take advantage 
of the very good growing season for apples & pears that 
2018 gave us. A shout went out via social media, the Branch 
grapevine and the Station Hotel’s regulars that we were 
looking for apples & pears that we could press at the pub, 
then take away to use to make some sort of cider. So it was a 
surprise to get a message in late August that fruit was already 
beginning to be dropped off at the pub… 

I had a message from Ivan Greensmith, landlord of the White 
Lion (or Top House) in Bramcote that he had a couple of apple 
trees in his beer garden so would I be able to use some of 
these apples? That involved a trip over to Bramcote to spend 
an hour or so one sunny afternoon shaking down those apples 
still on the trees and collecting the useable windfalls; between 
us we filled a good few sacks of ripe apples. Then it was over 
to a lady in Silverdale, Clifton to collect more unwanted apples 
that could be used; as is often the case, these apples were of 
an unknown variety but they had a delicious sweet pineapple 
taste (they weren’t Pitmaston Pineapple apples though!). 
By the week of the pressing, there was a good number of 
apples & pears dropped off at the Station Hotel which Dan 
had moved down to the cellar to keep them cool, so we were 
hopeful of making a few litres of juice.       

The Saturday was a sunny 
day but with a cold wind as 
we loaded car and trailer, 
and drove over to the pub. 
We set up the kit in the yard 
at the back of the pub then 
started to check out and pick 
over the apples & pears that 
had been dropped off there. 
Sadly a few of the pears were 
beyond use but we were 
pleased to find a good mix of 
apple varieties from cookers 
to eaters. For the type of cider 
we were targeting, the wider 
the range of varieties the 
better. With trugs filled with 
water we washed the apples 
& pears, drained them and 

then got volunteers to feed them into the scratter - this noisy 
and destructive part of the process always appeals to people. 
It seemed to suit Mick… We soon had enough pulp to start 
building the cheese in the press, which Gail quickly got into 
with her usual panache and before long we had free-running 
juice pouring from the press. As usual, the temptation to 
taste the fresh juice is overwhelming and so we were passing 
glasses around for folk to try a sample; we had to keep an 

eye on Debbie who was rather 
taken with and partial to the 
rich sweet taste of the juice.    

The Specific Gravity of 
the juice is a good reliable 
indicator of the sugar content 
and therefore the potential 

ABV of the final cider. Vincent got quite excited by the figure 
of 1.060 - which pointed to an ABV of about 7.9%. As all of 
the sugars in apple juice are fully fermentable, we are fairly 
confident that this will be the ABV of the finished cider. Bruce 
was keen to understand how cider can be made without the 
addition of any type of yeast; many real ciders, particularly 
those made by craft cider makers such as ourselves, do not 
use nor require any added yeast. Instead the maker relies 
on a succession of wild yeasts that are naturally present 
both inside and on the skin 
of the fruit. This succession 
of yeasts produces a richer, 
deeper flavour; some die 
off very quickly whereas the 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
strains can survive high 
alcohol levels and those 
strains found naturally on 
English grown fruit are also 
able to survive and ferment 
at low temperatures. Ideal for 
our aim to get a long, slow 
fermentation underway that 
would last through an English 
winter in an unheated shed. 
Cidermakers don’t rush things.  

At the end of the afternoon, we had pressed around 120 litres 
of juice and after a brief discussion, decided to call it “Station 
Scrump” with the aim of selling the final cider to raise funds 
for charity. So expect to find some “Station Scrump” on sale 
at the 2019 Nottingham Robin Hood Beer & Cider Festival and 
also hopefully at the White Lion in Bramcote; we hope that 
Ivan’s customers will be interested in trying a drop of cider 
made with apples growing in their own beer garden. 

After packing up all of our kit and loading up the trailer, we 
transferred the juice to a couple of our smaller 60L fermenters 

and left it to do its own thing. 
That’s the beauty of a fully 
wild fermentation - sit back 
and do nowt. After a week or 
so, the surface of the juice 
showed signs of yeast activity 
with the first signs of froth 
and clumps of apple particles 
rising to the surface. This is 

the start of the very vigorous initial ferment which uses up the 
dissolved oxygen, before settling into the anaerobic ferment 
which will take some months to complete but will also develop 
the full flavour of the finished cider. Nothing to do now except 
wait for the first cuckoo calls of spring.  

We’d like to thank Dan and Kim from the Station Hotel, 
everyone who freely donated apples & pears, and those 
members of Nottingham CAMRA who came along to muck in.            
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Pips From The Core - Cider News
Nottingham Robin Hood Beer & Cider Festival
East Midlands CAMRA Regional Cider Championships  

Once again the Nottingham CAMRA Cider & Perry bars were 
very well received and very busy throughout the 2018 
NRHBCF at the Motorpoint Arena. We continued our aim to 
campaign for and promote truly real craft cider and perry, 
from the smaller independent producers around the UK, and 
worked as hard as we could to ensure all of the ciders we 
ordered met or exceeded the current CAMRA definition of real 
cider. 

One of the high points of the Nottingham festival remains 
the unique East Midlands Cider & Perry Bar which continues 
to grow with more makers of some excellent ciders being 
showcased this year - some 22 different makers from across 
our region being available. This of course resulted in a record 
22 entries for the draft section of the East Midlands CAMRA 
Regional Cider Championships, plus a record 9 entries for the 
bottled section. 

Twenty-two judges were involved in the judging from a wide 
range of backgrounds - from cidermakers to pub landlords, 
from local business owners to various CAMRA cider bar 
managers and cider-drinking pub goers. The judging was 
of course all done “blind” and strictly to CAMRA rules and 
guidance, with a total of 394 clean glasses being used to taste 
and judge all of the entries. Special thanks to our Regional 
Cider Coordinator Luke Bettison for arranging the competition 
and doing all of the hard work. 

Here are the results:
Draught Cider:
Gold: Sneinton Cider Company - “Completely Wholesome 
Apple Beverage”
Silver: Three Cats Cider - “Medium Cider”
Bronze: Oakfield Farm - “Taste of the Orchard” 

Draught Perry:
Gold: Blue Barrel Cider - “Cropwell Perry”

Bottled Cider:
Gold: Oakfield Farm - “Taste of the Orchard”
Silver: Blue Barrel Cider - “Sherwood Blend”
Bronze: Skidbrooke Cyder - “General Ludd”

Sneinton Cider Company 
and Blue Barrel Cider now 
go through to the CAMRA 
National Cider Championships 
held in May 2019 in Reading. 
We wish them well. 

Cider Saunter 2018

July 2018 saw the second 
Nottingham CAMRA Cider 
Saunter with 51 pubs across 
and around the Nottingham 
CAMRA Branch area involved. 
It was very pleasing to 
see pubs in Amber Valley, 
Erewash, Newark and Vale of 
Belvoir CAMRA Branch areas 

wish to be involved. We particularly need to thank Castle 
Rock Brewery for their interest and support, with 13 Castle 
Rock pubs being involved and special certificates and prizes 
being awarded to those who visited all 13 pubs. Feedback 
has been very positive and promising, and based on this we 
are planning another Cider Saunter in the coming summer of 
2019. 

It was very pleasing to receive so many entries for the Cider 
Saunter and many certificates from Bronze to Platinum were 
posted out to participants. Impressively, there were five 
people who managed to visit all 51 pubs involved in the Cider 
Saunter and collect a sticker from each one. For the two 1st 
prizes of a unique Cider Saunter T-shirt and a selection of 
bottled ciders the prize draw resulted in Luke winning the 
T-shirt and Lulu from Beeston winning the bottled ciders; 
incidentally the bottled ciders were one of each entry into the 
Bottled Cider competition of the East Midlands Championships. 

Many thanks to everyone who helped put the Cider Saunter 
together and especially all publicans who volunteered to take 
part. 
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Brewery News
News from our neighbouring 
breweries

As always at this time of year, the brewery 
would like to wish all our readers and their 
friends and

families a happy and prosperous new year. 
Let’s hope that it brings good fortune and 
good cheer to everyone.

New years brings new beers, and we’ve got 
an exciting line up planned for our Wanderlust 
range of hop forward adventurous beers. Each 
month will see the release of a new beer, the 
first of which is “Pow Pow” a Citra and Sorachi 
ace pale with super lemony flavour along 
with notes of peaches and cream. We’ll be 

updating our website soon with this years releases to wet your 
appetite, and of course they’ll be available in all three of our 
pubs.

And we don’t stop there, we’ll also be continuing our Great 
British range of seasonals, The counting Crows range.

As we do each year we’ve tweaked the recipes of our 
Counting Crows seasonals, the first of which is of course “One 
for Sorrow” our silky smooth oatmeal stout with a hint of 
sweetness which this year will be a chocolate orange version. 
“Two for Joy” will be released in March and is a showcase for 
British hops, this year featuring the lovely hop Olicana.

We are looking forward to supplying some of these new beers, 
to the Hucknall Beer Festival which takes place from Feb 
14-17 and also looking forward to the next festival at West 
Bridgford Hockey club, scheduled for March 8-10.

In 2019 we will also be looking to further advance our eco 
conscious brewery with a few small tweaks both within the 
brewery and across our pubs, and do our bit for the world. 
We already power our brewery with 100% green energy, and 
use vegan finings, and this year among other mini projects 
we will be working on further reducing the use of plastics 
and decreasing our water usage, both of which we believe is 
already below average. You can keep up to date with how we 
are getting along through our social media.

In 2018 we welcomed two other breweries to work alongside 
us and we have enjoyed sharing our brewkit and experiences 
with both Thom from Liquid Light brewery and Luke from 
Flipside brewery and we look forward to a new year of growth 
and new beers from us all.

News from Magpie Brewery 
Bob Douglas writes...

News from Lincoln Green 
Anthony Hughes writes...

I’d like to join everyone else in 
wishing all readers of Nottingham 
Drinker a very happy, healthy and 
prosperous 2019. Undoubtedly, like 
last year, there’ll be many happy 
memories made and most likely a 
few sad moments too, but one thing 
certainly brings all social occasions 
together and that’s Great British Beer.

Lincoln Green kicks off 2019 with a 
unique event to be held Thursday 
31 January 2019 until Sunday 3rd 
February – or whilst stocks last. 

In The Robin Hood (AND) Little John, The Sir John Borlase 
Warren, The Station Hotel and The Poet and Castle, we’ll have 
all 10 Gold Winning beers from the 2018 Champion Beer of 
Britain competition on the bar at the same time, giving you 

News from Nottingham Brewery 
Philip Darby writes...

Who would have believed that it 
is 50 editions ago that we first 
brewed Centurion ND Porter for the 
competition organised by Spyke 
Golding, the then editor, (which we 
won!) to celebrate the hundredth 
edition of the Nottingham Drinker? 
Although there is no competition to 
mark this 150th edition of the best 
magazine of it’s kind in the country. 
We thought we would recognise it by 

brewing a big brother to centurion. “CL strong ale” will be a 
5.2% copper coloured premium bitter using traditional English 
hops in perfect balance to it’s full flavoured malty body. It will 
be on sale in all the best watering holes around the City. We 
also plan to do a short run of hand bottle conditioned limited 
edition bottles (see inset of original bottle label), which will be 
available from the brewery or our pubs only. And before you 
know it, it will be the 200th edition! Time flies when you’re 
‘aving fun!! 

the exclusive opportunity to pick your favourite beer. We’ll be 
taking all of the votes from our customers and measuring the 
rate of sale throughout the event so that we can crown one of 
the ten beers ‘The People’s Champion’. We want to celebrate 
Great British Beer and reinvigorate the Champion Beer of 
Britain competition at the halfway mark throughout the year – 
I’m sure you’ve all voted for your favourite beers for 2019 and 
we can’t wait to see which Nottinghamshire brewers make it to 
the finals in August.

Our Champion Beer of Britain event is also a celebration of our 
brewery and pubs being finalists for the second year running in 
the Publican Awards ‘Best Brewing Pub Company’ category. I 
can’t tell you how honoured I feel to be measured against the 
other three finalists – North Brewing/North Bar (who’ve won 
the category for the last two years running), Titanic Brewery 
and JW Lees. They certainly represent stiff competition and 
will definitely be tough acts to beat! Since being celebrated as 
finalists, we’ve been judged by non-other than Annabel Smith, 
beer journalist and sommelier and one of the first beer trainers 
and tasters for Cask Marque. We spent a lovely day with her 
and I have to admit it was pretty daunting to have her taste 
our beers and give us her considered opinion – thankfully 
she enjoyed Archer, Little John and described Marion as a 
‘beautifully balanced beer’! Next stop is a panel based interview 
with judges from across the beer industry with our being grilled 
for 30 minutes to assess why we should go on to be the overall 
winner – the awards night takes place on Tuesday 12 March 
2019 at Battersea Evolution and if it’s anything like last year 
it’ll be a spectacular evening. Please keep your fingers crossed 
for us!

Here’s to a wonderful year for us all and may you all enjoy 
some of your happiest moments with a pint of Lincoln Green in 
your hand!
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The beginning of the year is 
usually quieter than usual on 
sales, what with the festive 
hangover, gimmicks like dry 
January and customers just 
generally tightening their 
belts, so it’s a good time to 
rest and repair the brewing 
equipment and do all those 
jobs that have been put off 
because we were too busy. 
Which means it’s a busy old 
time and no idle hands, but 
lots of shining vessels fit for 
an admirals inspection.

We won’t be brewing 
celebration ales, but I will 
still take the opportunity 

to wish you a Happy St Valentines, St Davids and St Patricks 
Days. And then next issue will be Milds in May or trail or 
whatever it’s called these days and all the stops will be pulled 
out!

Thanks for reading.

Cheers

Philip Darby

News from Castle Rock 
Lewis Townsend writes...

Happy New Year to all Drinker 
readers,

I noticed a lot of people and 
businesses really took to social 
media towards the end of December 
with long posts about how great the 
year had been for them. Although 
I am really proud with what Castle 
Rock have achieved over the past 
year, I want to try and buck that 
trend and just look ahead at what 

you can expect from us over the next few months.

Although this is the Feb/Mar issue, I do want to mention 
that we’ve developed an initiative that we want as many 
people to get behind as possible: #MyLocalIs. This is linked 
with Try January and other such campaigns that we’ve been 
behind since day one. #MyLocalIs is really about celebrating 
what pubs actually mean to us. We’ve asked all of our 
pub customers and have had some fantastic, heartfelt and 
meaningful responses – and we’ve showcased these views 
online and on posters in our pubs. We’re ultimately trying to 
demonstrate the importance of pubs not just in a social sense 
but in a more fundamental psychological sense too. It feels 
necessary at a time when pubs get thrown into the midst of 
negative press that surrounds “Dry January”. We all know that 
January and February are extremely difficult months for pubs 
(sometimes even making or breaking them) and I’m sure I’m 
preaching to the converted here when I say that they need 
your support and custom – even if you are going dry.

Throughout the year, all of our pubs host a wide range of 
events and this won’t change. In line with #MyLocalIs and 
Try January, our pubs are running all kinds of events and 
promotions. We want to show the naysayers and the anti-
alcohol lobby that pubs are great, engaging places to be in 
and offer something for everyone, so in Jan and Feb alone you 
can look out for: food and drink discounts, LocAle showcases, 
whisky promotions, pizza offers, winter warmer drink offers, 
Burns Night celebrations, two pub birthdays, live music, a 
port tasting, a charity cricket match, gin tasting, vinyl night, 
science festival AND tap takeovers. Check our website for 
details. Phew!

Beer wise, if you’re quick you might be able to get your hands 
on the last of the Mango Milkshake IPA, SIPA v1 and Fruit 

v1. In Feb you can of course expect us to be showcasing a 
new stout for the Stout & Porter stroll; this time it’s Arthur 
Skill, our first Nottinghamian of 2019. We are celebrating the 
founder of Skills Motor Coaches with a milk stout brewed with 
Stewart’s coffee. Also look out for a new dry-hopped pale, 
Computer World, Fruit v2, plus a new hop bomb in IPA v2. 
Finally, keep your eyes peeled for a collaborative stout with 
the wonderful Liquid Light brewery! We are really excited for 
this one.

We are also extremely excited to be showcasing our beer for 
the very first time at Craft Beer Rising in February. It’s one of 
the first opportunities we’ve ever had to showcase our beer 
in London, and we’re taking an eclectic bunch of beers with 
us. If you find yourself in the hustle and bustle of Brick Lane 
between February 21-23, please do come in and say hello – 
and also, bring us a pot of minted mushy peas or something 
so we don’t get too homesick.

Wishing you all a beautiful 2019.

News from Blue Monkey 
Deb Ward writes...

Although Christmas and the New Year 
are now distant memories, all of us at 
BLUE MONKEY hope you are enjoying 
a happy and healthy start to the New 
Year.

Pub and Brewery News
Well, we start the year with the 
fabulous news that The Organ Grinder 
Loughborough has won CAMRA PUB OF 
THE YEAR for Loughborough and North 
Leicestershire.

We are particularly proud of Jed, the Pub Manager in achieving 
this accolade as when he was promoted to Manager last 
May, this was a target he had set for himself and the Pub. 
Congratulations and well-done Jed from all of us at Blue 
Monkey and the Organ Grinders.
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News from Navigation Brewery 
Dom Flynn writes...

Happy New Year to all of 
customers. Huge thanks for your 
custom and continued support, it is 
greatly appreciated.

2018 was a great year for 
Navigation Brewery and we have 
gone from strength to strength. 
We have a fantastic team in place 
with Stephen Boyle having joined 
us in the role of Managing Director 
from Harviestoun Brewery bringing 

a his knowledge and keen eye will help the Brewery grow 
further. Last year we trained one member of staff up to be 
a qualified brewer and this year we looking to go one better 
and get another two members of staff qualified in brewing. 
We welcome Stephen, Jack and Craig as part of our growing 
team.

We have already had our trial kit out and have a American 
Red Ale fermenting away and in the next couple of days we’ll 
be brewing a Chocolate Espresso  Stout. These brews are in 
their infancy right now, but I’m sure will be available soon.

In February we will be releasing a new version of Roller. 
We have evolved the beer into a session IPA using Azzaca, 
Simcoe, El Dorado and Chinook and are all looking forward 
to this hop forward beer. As part of our development plans, 
we felt it was  about time to look at our seasonal range and 
we will be releasing new beers in the coming months with 
interesting collaboration brews in the pipeline for later in 
2019.

With our growth plans, larger team and new beer releases, 

If you have never been to our Loughborough Organ Grinder it 
is well worth a visit and you certainly won’t be disappointed. 
The Hayloft events room is a great place to hold meetings or 
your special celebrations.

To keep you entertained going towards Spring, all our 
Managers will have weekly live bands so ensure you check 
them out on Ray’s Nottingham Drinker page and of course our 
Facebook pages.

It’s already a busy start to the year as we have again 
been invited to enter The Champion Beer of Nottingham 
competition which we are all looking forward to and which will 
take place at the Hucknall Beer Festival on the 14th to 17th 
February 2019.

We are returning to the Derby Winter Beer Festival which is 
to be held at the Roundhouse on the 20th to 23rd February 
where we will have our own Blue Monkey Bar and for the first 
time, the Organ Grinder staff will be running the GIN and RUM 
Bar. This bar will include our full selection of Blue Monkey Gins 
and we will launch our new range of Blue Monkey Rums.

All very exciting!

Our pre-Christmas Coach trip around all four of the Organ 
Grinder Pubs was again a success. Everyone had a very jolly 
time and it has been suggested to us that it may be fun to 
have a Spring trip so let our Managers know if you would be 
interested?

So…2019 has started amazingly well for us at Blue Monkey 
and we hope that all you Nottingham Drinker readers have a 
great year too.

Cheers

Debs

we will also be revisiting direct deliveries straight from the 
brewery.  To find out about our latest offers please email 
enquiries@navigationbrewery.com and we’ll get straight back 
to you.

Thanks again for your on-going support, we wish you all a 
fantastic 2019 and we hope you have all done the right thing 
and broken your New-Years resolutions by now……….

Dom

Brewery News

News from Totally Brewed
Rob Witt writes...

TOTALLY BREWED IS 5 YEARS 
OLD!!! 
Our celebrations will take place 
in April so keep an eye on our 
facebook page for events taking 
place at the brewery and our 
pubs - The OverDraught at 
Canning Circus and Totally Tapped 
in Beeston. 

We’ve started the new year as we ended the last, brewing 
more and more new and exciting beers. We have no plans to 
slow down! 
Such as:
- A tonka bean, vanilla, coconut and chocolate stout 7.3%
- A mexican gose with chillies, limes, cumin and cinnamon 
6.1%

Although a lot of these types of beers have been available 
predominantely in keg and can, we have made a special effort 
to make more available in cask. Often, these casks can only 
be found at our tap houses but this year we are getting them 
further afield. 

As well as our 5th birthday, Our first pub Totally Tapped 
has celebrated its 2nd birthday and our second pub The 
OverDraught its first! We look forward to more great beers 
and events throughout the year. Keep updated on social media 
to see whats on. 

Cheers
Rob
News from Lenton Lane
Denise Green writes...

There’s plenty to report from 
Lenton Lane this month...

Two new faces joined the 
team recently - new to 
Lenton Lane that is, but 
certainly not to the world 
of brewing. First up, we 
were joined by Head Brewer 
Richard Hough. Rich has 
17 years experience in the 
industry having previously 
brewed at Abbeydale 
(Sheffield), Acorn (Barnsley), 
Blue Bee (Sheffield), 
Neepsend (Sheffield) and 

Shiny (Derby). Phew! Given this track record we can expect 
the high quality associated with Lenton Lane to continue. 
Rich himself says “I am mad keen on producing beers that 
boast quality, consistency, and that slight “wow factor” - that 
thing that, as you get towards the end of a pint makes you 
want another!”

Also joining the team is Paul Taylor. As well as being a keen 
(and very accomplished) full mash home brewer for over a 
decade, Paul recently worked at Murphy’s in Nottingham; 
his experience in their lab will contribute greatly to fine 
tuning some already excellent beers. For the most of 2018, 
Paul and Rich actually worked together at Shiny. It’s a 
small world as they say. Still, Derby’s loss is sure to be 
Nottingham’s gain.
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We will soon be introducing brewery tours, with a chance 
to see how Lenton Lane beers are produced, sample a few 
(of course!), and talk all things beer with the people who 
are passionate about their craft. You’ll also find out about 
the unconventional way we came into existence and our 
trademark dispute with one of the UK’s biggest brewers. 
See the separate advert in this issue of the Drinker for more 
details.

We are busily restocking the bottle shop attached to the 
brewery after the festive period, where a full range of Lenton 
Lane beers are available to buy. The shop is barely 2 minutes 
from the ring road, not far from Showcase cinema. We are 
open 9am-5pm Monday to Thursday, 9am-6pm Friday with 
plenty of free parking.

Other plans for the coming months including the 
commissioning of our pilot plant, which will be used for the 
production of a number of interesting limited edition beers, a 
number of tap take-overs and meet the brewer events, and a 
series of super-hoppy specials to look out for. All in all, plenty 
to look forward to!

Cheers for now, from all the team at Lenton Lane

Editor’s Beer Facts

Did you know, that At the Wife Carrying 
World Championships in Finland, first 
prize is the wife’s weight in beer.

At any given time, 0.7% of the world is 
drunk. So 50 million people are drunk 
right now.
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Contributors: Can contributors please send all gig info direct 
to me (Ray Kirby) and not to the editor please, as there is a 
danger of it going astray as the poor chap already has more 
than enough to do. Also note: I will ask for the information to 
be sent to me a few days before the Drinker deadline, as the 
Drinker deadline is when I need to get my finished article to the 
editor. In future anything not received by me by my deadline 
date will probably not go in. Thank you.

Before the venue listings, we have been notified of some band 
gigs (note; not all are in the Nottingham area, but then it’s 
always good to get out to new places) All gigs start around 
9pm (unless otherwise stated)and entry is free.

Solution: 1st Feb The Lion, 2nd Feb The Vale, 1st March Hop 
Pole, 23rd March Dinnington Snooker

Smokin’: 3rd Mar Bold Forester, 22nd Mar Hop Pole

Shades of Blue: 1st Mar Malt Shovel Beeston, 23rd Mar Lion 
at Basford.

See below for the local gig guide and if anyone wants their 
venue and music advertising, then please get in touch 
raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org

Gladstone

Carrington Triangle Folk 
Club
Every Wednesday upstairs 
at 8.30pm Mainly singers 
nights but guests on -

Weds 20th Feb Higgs 
Bosun shanties and more
Weds 20th Mar Richard 
Grainger internationally 
acclaimed songwriter

Geese and Fountain

Music every Sunday, all gigs kick off at 5pm, free entry. Sunday 
Suppers Menu available, and all the usual award-winning real 
ales, traditional ciders and copious quantities of craft beer and 
artisanal gins.

February
3rd The WonderWhys (acoustic); 10th G&F Acoustic Club; 
17th Groove Merchants; 24th Jess Orestano

March 
3rd The Good Intentions; 10th G&F Acoustic Club; 17th Aron 
Fender; 24th Ray Callcut; 31st Kevin Hewick

Hop Pole, Beeston/
Chilwell

Live music every Friday 
& Saturday night from 
9pm. Live jam folk session 
every other Tuesday night. 
General knowledge quiz 
night every Wednesday 
from 8.30pm

February 
Fri 1st Tommy James, Sat 2nd Trent Connection, 
Fri 8th Open Mic Night, Sat 9th Luke Tunaley, Fri 15th Lefty 
Chris, Sat 16th Ramshackle Men & Lilac Grove, Fri 22nd Open 
Mic Night, Sat 23rd I.M.P.

March 
Fri 1st The Solution, Sat 2nd Blurred Monday’s, Fri 8th Open 
Mic Night, Sat 9th The Outriders, Fri 15th New Tricks, 
Sat 16th Copperhead Road, Fri 22nd Smokin, 
Sat 23rd Noose, Fri 29th Open Mic Night., Sat 30th The Grey 
Cafe Band

Organ Grinder, Front Street, Arnold

February 
9th Barberella Ella Ella, 16th Paul Robinson, 23rd The Jury 
Dogs

March
2nd Motown and soul, 23rd Left hand lane, 30th Reggae man

Organ Grinder, 
Canning Circus

Music from 8.30pm 
Saturdays (except where 
stated)

February
2nd Roots Live, 9th Roots 
Live, 16th Paul Robinson, 
Fri 22nd Fitzy 7.30pm, 
23rd Roots Live

Organ Grinder, 21 Woodgate, Loughborough

February 
Fri 1st Peashooter, Sun 3rd Java Duke, Sun 10th Copperhead 
Road, Fri 15th Open Mic Night hosted by Calder
Sat 16th Valentines Gin & Jazz hosted by Unrelated Duo, 
Sun 17th Heart of Oak, Wed 20th QUIZ hosted by Ohh Deer
Sun 24th Ash Francis

March
Fri 1st Imp, Sun 3rd Eddy Hall, Wed 6th QUIZ hosted by Ohh 
Deer, Sun 10th This Might Be Music, Fri 15th Open Mic Night 
hosted by Timothy Hoad, Sun 17th Peashooter, Wed 20th 
Quiz hosted by Ohh Deer, Sun 24th Daryl Kirkland

Organ Grinder, Portland Street, Newark

Sun 3rd Feb 5-7pm The Moonshiners, Sun 3rd Mar 5-7pm 
Bobby O’Neill

The Pit Micropub in Newstead Village

Sat 9th Feb Songs and Rhymes from the Mines

Poppy & Pint

PLEASE NOTE: THE 
CONTACT DETAILS HAVE 
CHANGED

The Poppy Folk Club usually 
meets on the 2nd to last 
Sunday each month in 
the upstairs room. Please 
contact Juliet: 0115 
9231513, email juliet@
poppyfolkclub.co.uk or visit the website at www.poppyfolkclub.
co.uk for more details.

17th February: Singaround and music night. 
24th March: Poppy Folk Day - Three concerts, featuring Rosie 
Hood and Lucy Huzzard, Tom Lewis, Bernard and Jill Blackwell

Ray’s Music Column
Been down since I began to crawl, If it wasn’t for bad luck, You know, I 

wouldn’t have no luck at all
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Running Horse, 
Canning Circus

Live at the Running Horse 
Weekend Lounge, Alfreton 
Road, Canning Circus. 
Music from 8.30pm, free 
except where stated. 
www.facebook.com/
runninghorsenottingham, 
www.

runninghorsenottingham.co.uk Tel:- 07770 226926

+ STOP PRESS + DOWNLOAD OUR FREE App. from the App 
Store (iphones) or Google Play Store (Android devices) simply 
search RUNNING HORSE NOTTINGHAM and you can have our 
listings at your fingertips.

February 
Fri 1st : Bowman Hull and The Instant Band CD launch night, 
Sat 2nd New Tricks, Thurs 7th Margaritaville Open Mic Night 
8 pm, Sat 9th The Most Ugly Child , Mon 11th Cold Jackets 
(Austin TX) £7 adv. tkt./£9 on the door
Thurs 14th: Under 30’s Open Mic Night, Wed 20th Sarah 
Jane Scouten, Thurs 21st Paul Carbuncle All Sorts of Folk, 
Sat 23rd Ryan Farmer CD Launch night (+ Bill Kerry + Banjo 
Jen), Thurs 28th Doc Shellard’s Blues Haul

March 
Thurs 7th Margaritaville Open Mic Night 8pm, Sat 9th The 
Most Ugly Child, Thurs 21st Paul Carbuncle All Sorts of Folk, 
Thurs 28th Doc Shellard’s Blues Haul, Sun 31st Jinder + 
Peter James Millson + Andy Whittle 7.30pm £10

Running Horse, Alfreton Road, Canning Circus. 07770 226 926

Victoria, Beeston

Music every Sun, except 
where stated, starts at 
approx. 8.30pm

February 
3rd Booba Dust, 10th 
Baron Lewis, 17th 
Bouviers, 24th Doo Hickey 
Wire Band

March 
3rd Richie Muir, 10th Acoustic Union, 17th Kelly’s Heroes, 
24th Belzebub, 31st Big Sky

Don’t forget: when you visit these pubs for the entertainment, 
fill in your beer score sheets. Beer scores go towards deciding 
who goes in the Good Beer Guide.

My contact details are: raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org so 
please keep the info coming in

Thanks, Ray (Life without music is no life at all)
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Heritage
Ghosts of the Greyface

The Ram Inn on the Mansfield Road at Red Hill was one 
of a cluster of pubs named the Ram in the area between 
Arnold, Eastwood and Mansfield. Nick Molyneux 
suggests why this pub name may have had meaning for 
the people of the area. 

The Pubs

In 1823, there were only 4 public houses outside the town of 
Nottingham in the whole of Nottinghamshire which bore the 
name the “Ram”. These were all located in the administrative 
district called the Broxtowe Hundred and are shown below in 
Table 1.

Why were the only pubs with this name found together in such 
a small area? 

Sherwood Forest and the Livestock Economy

In former times, the area of Sherwood Forest which stretched 
from Nottingham to Mansfield included a mix of bog, moor, 
heathland and open forest. The rural economy which had 
developed within the forest had evolved to make the best of 
an environment which was not suited to large scale arable 
farming. 

Some of the Anglo-Saxon place-names close to Arnold are 
highly suggestive of an environment in which livestock farming 
was important from an early date: Lambley (woodland pasture 
for lambs); Oxton (ox farm); Calverton (calf farm); Bulcote 
(bull hamlet) and Papplewick (pebbly dairy farm). Ramsdale 
and Goosedale might also be livestock related. These names 
may imply some element of specialisation on the part of 
specific communities. 

It would also appear that some communities outside the 
formal boundaries of Sherwood had traditional rights of access 
to pasture within the forest. The Patent Rolls for the 17th 
October 1330 show that:

“…… at the request of Henry de Edenstowe, that the King has 
commanded John de Crumbwell, keeper of the Forest…….. to 
allow Robert de Nottingham and the said Henry, Prebendaries 
of Oxton and Crophill in the Church of St. Mary, Southwell, 
and the men and tenants of the town of Oxton common 
pasture in Shirewode Forest at all times, it having been found 
by inquisition that such belonged to the holders of those 
prebends from the time immemorial.” (2)

Whatever the pre-Conquest livestock farming, the importance 
of England’s medieval wool economy was considerable and it 
is no coincidence that the Lord Speaker still sits upon a wool-
bale cushion in the House of Lords known as “the woolsack”. 
From the reign of Edward III until 2006, this was the seat of 
the kingdom’s Lord Chancellor, a potent symbol of the wool 
trade.

The Sheep

It may come as a surprise to many but Sherwood Forest once 
had its own breed of sheep. Variously known as the Sherwood 
Forest Greyface, the Forester or the Nottinghamshire 
Greyface, it was one of a number of breeds of forest or heath-
sheep suited to foraging on the sandy soils of areas like 

Sherwood.There was also a nearby Charnwood Greyface.

Whilst these local varieties had almost certainly existed for 
centuries in comparative isolation, the Agricultural Revolution 
of the 18th century brought about a desire to “improve” 
domesticated animals to increase the output of meat, hides 
and other animal products. The enthusiasm for improved 
breeds was not simply a rural past-time. It reached the very 
highest levels of society and earned King George III the 
nickname “Farmer George”!

Sheep were no exception and the impact of “improvement” 
on the Sherwood Greyface was reported by Samuel Lewis in 
1831: “The old forest sheep are a small polled breed (Though 
some few have horns), with grey faces and legs, and a 
fleece of fine wool, the average weight of which is nearly two 
pounds; when fat they weigh from seven to nine pounds per 
quarter: this breed has of late years been much improved by 
crossing with the Leicestershire sheep, and the new sort thus 
produced are a round compact kind, carrying a fleece of about 
four pounds weight, and weighing generally from seventeen to 
twenty-two pounds per quarter” (3)

According to the livestock historian Robert Trow-Smith, “The 
older local types of the heath in particular were now fast 
disappearing. It is a commonplace of contemporary farm 
literature that very few of, say, the Nottingham greyfaces 
or the similar sheep of Charnwood Forest then remained 
where, half a century before, they had been the usual sheep 

of every little flockmaster in 
the district.” (4) Trow-Smith 
further records documents 
stating that “In 1846 the 
Notts Forest sheep “are 
now nearly extinct”; in 
1886 the same old breed, 
in Leicestershire, “are now 
extinct”. (5)

So, the old Sherwood 
Greyface was effectively 
“improved” out of existence 
in the middle of the 19th 
century.

The Sheep Fair

Papplewick was famous for both its sheep and its summer 
sheep fair, L.I. Butler observing that: “Some enclosure 
of forest land, waste and common also took place for the 
rearing of the forest sheep whose wool was so valuable to the 
weaving industry. Papplewick especially seems to have been 
noted for its sheep, and was the scene of many an important 
sheep fair in these days. In fact the sheep fair at Papplewick, 
held on the last Tuesday in August, was reputed to have been 
more important even than the celebrated Nottingham Fair.” 
(6)

The Land

It wasn’t just the sheep that were being improved, so was the 
very land on which they grazed.

In 1884 a Mrs Riley wrote that “The parish now contains about 
1,850 acres, and is in possession of Andrew Montagu, Esq. A 
portion consisted of bog, moor, and open forest, but about 35 
years ago, the bog was drained, and the forest land enclosed. 
This effected great changes. Papplewick had been famous 
for its breed of forest sheep, and an annual fair was held in 
September at which they were in great request, but the short 
turf changed into arable land, was no longer available for 
their pasture, the supply of forest mutton declined, and the 
fair ceased to be held. At one time the estate was noted for 
its great variety of game, but as bog, moor, and open forest 
disappeared, the snipes, woodcock, grouse, and blackcock 
which occasionally visited it are no longer found.” (7)

Are there Survivors?

Britain does still have a Greyface-breed, the Greyface 
Dartmoor (see photo above), although how “original” these 
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sheep are compared to the breed of two-hundred years ago is 
open to question. The improvements brought about by cross-
breeding with other varieties may well obscure many of the 
earlier greyface features. 

It would be interesting to know if geneticists and 
archaeologists have done much DNA work on the relationship 
between today’s breeds and sheep bones found in the 
archaeological record. Any survival of greyface attributes may 
yet be uncovered in unlikely places. 

The Ram Inns

So, back to the pubs. The four 
pubs called the Ram in 1823, 
when the Sherwood Greyface 
still roamed the forest, were 
all located around the area 
surrounding Papplewick. It 
seems highly likely that they 
were named for the noted 
local sheep and like the Ram 
at Red Hill sat on routes to 
and from the sheep fair.

The Ram Inn in Beauvale 
Newthorpe, part of Greasley, 
changed its name to the 
Dovecote some years ago and 
is now destined to become 
residential accommodation. 

It features in D.H. Lawrence’s “The White Peacock”. (8) The 
Ram in Littleworth, which looks like a later rebuild, also closed 
recently. The Old Ram on Church Street in Mansfield is a 
Grade II listed building (No. 1288632), described by Historic 
England as “Late C16, remodelled c1777, with C19 addition. 
Restored 1927 and late C20”.(9) If this building has been 
named the Ram since it was built and if the supposition that 
it was named for the local sheep trade is correct, then that 
would take the sheep-pub connection back to Tudor times. It 
is now a Marston’s pub dubbed Ye Olde Ramme Inn.

The Ram at Red Hill is a curious looking, almost fortress-
like pub behind a tall, early 20th century facade. Once a 
Shipstones house, it gives the impression of being a site 
which has had all sorts of additions and modifications over the 
years. These features possibly hide its antiquity. One curious 
feature on the side of the building facing the car park is an 
almost shrine-like porch which contains the statue of a ram 
and a lamb (See Photo 2).

Are these the ghosts of the Greyface?  

Notes, Sources & Thanks: 

Notes: (i) The land-owning Montagu family in Papplewick 
had a griffin’s head as their heraldic crest, which is where 
the name of the surviving Papplewick pub comes from; (ii) 
the term “polled” means a breed of sheep without horns, 
though judging by Lewis’s comments quite a number had 
them, perhaps as a result of the “improvement” breeding 
with horned varieties and (iii) “blackcock” is an old country 
term for black grouse (tetrao tetrix), the female being known 
as “greyhen”. Also “Heathcock” and “Heathhen”. It breeds 
on moorland and bog areas near woodland. Now extinct in 
Nottinghamshire. In 2003, a re-introduction programme 
began in the Upper Derwent Valley of the Peak District.

Sources: (1) The alehouse recognizances for the Broxtowe Hundred,1823 [C/
QD/LV/4]; Nottinghamshire County Archives (Inspire); (2) Anonymous, Oxton 
and its church, Reprinted from the Mansfield Reporter (August 1912) http://
www.nottshistory.org.uk; (3) A Topographical Dictionary of England, Volume 3, 
Samuel Lewis 1831; (4) & (5) Robert Trow-Smith, “A History of British Livestock 
Husbandry, 1700 - 1900” (1959); (6) L.I.Butler, Linby & Papplewick Notebook 
(1953) http://www.nottshistory.org.uk; (7) “Notes on Papplewick”, a Mrs Riley 
[J. Potter Briscoe, ed.] Old Nottinghamshire (1884) http://www.nottshistory.
org.uk; (8) Southwell & Nottingham Church History Project - Greasley: http://
southwellchurches.nottingham.ac.uk/greasley; (9) Historic England List https://
historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list

Thanks to: Hilary Young of the Rare Breeds Survival Trust http://www.rbst.org.
uk/ ; Katie James of the National Sheep Association http://www.nationalsheep.org.
uk/ ; Karen Bond of the Australian Stud Sheep Breeders Association Limited http://
www.assba.com.au/ ; Bethany Gladys Bowers and Meg Burgess.
 
Photos: Greyface Dartmoor Ewe & Lamb, Penny Paisley / RBST; Ram Inn Statue, 
Andrew Ludlow / Nottingham CAMRA.   
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Ray’s Round
I have been totally overwhelmed by 
the response to my message in the 
last edition (it was partly tongue in 
cheek and partly me at a low ebb, I 
was asked was I down when I penned 
it, maybe, my new medication hadn’t 
quite kicked in at the time) but anyway 
the feedback has been brilliant, loads 
of you have been in touch I would like 
to name check everyone but space 
dictates that isn’t possible (I know the 
editor will groan when he gets this due 

to the length) Once again many thanks to all those who took 
the time and trouble to put finger to keypad (nobody writes 
any more) much appreciated.

So, off I go. There has been many changes in Eastwood in the 
last year or so, so off to catch the Trent Barton Rainbow One, 
every ten minutes during the day and every half hour during 
the evening. I went through the centre of town and got off 
at the Morrison’s stop. The first port of call was a quick look 
in the Sun Inn, a Greene King pub, on the bar was Greene 
King IPA 3.6% Greene King Rocking Rudolph and Greene King 
Abbot 5% splendid old pub. 7am-11pm Mon-Thurs, 7am-
midnight Fri-Sun (not sure when they start serving beer, but I 
suspect it won’t be 7am, if anyone knows please let me know)

A couple of hundred yards along Church Street brings you 
to the Old Wine Vaults, newly acquired and the new people 
are looking to turn it into Eastwood’s new live music venue, 
the pub has a large room at the side with a stage where 
you can see live bands every Friday and Saturday all free 
admission. The main room as you enter is the bar where 
you’ll find 3 pumps with when I visited Castle Rock Harvest 
Pale 3.8% £3.40 (note you will pay £1.80 for a half) Coors 
Sharp Doombar 4% £3.40 and Marstons Wychwood Hobgoblin 
4.5% £3.60 with plenty of seating, another adjoining room 
has more seating and is a sort of games room complete with 
pool table, a large pinball machine and a 1970’s arcade games 
table (older readers will remember the sort of games, Space 
Invaders, Galaxian etc) TV screen and one of those large pull 
down screens, the walls are covered with framed pictures of 
various bands in action. Outside there is a large beer garden 
part of which has been decked. So definitely the place to go if 
you’re interested keeping live music going. Closed Mon, 4pm-
midnight Tues-Thurs, 12-midnight Fri-Sun

Next it was back to Nottingham Road (Eastwood is easy 
address wise as almost all the pubs are on Nottingham 
Road) and the Dog & Parrot, this is a large single room 
establishment with the bar on the back wall on the left hand 
side, it has 7 hand-pumps and 6 beers were available when I 
was in, Wantsum Montgomery 4% £3.30, Marstons 61 Deep 
3.8% £3.20, Thornbridge Jaipur 5.9% £3.50, Pentrich Glass 
half Full 5% £3.50, Blue Monkey 99 Red Baboons 4.2% £3.30 
and Adnams Ghost Ship 4.5% £3.30. long cushioned seating 
round the walls and also plenty of chairs and stools, with a 
few high stools in the centre of the room. There is a real fire 
at one side and the walls have some photos of old Eastwood 
and the pits. Closed Mon-Wed, 12-11 Thurs, 11am-11pm Fri-
Sat, 12-11 Sun

Directly across the road is Olivers which was closed the day 
I visited as they seemed to be taking the opportunity to take 
down their Christmas decorations as they appeared to be 
everywhere, continuing on that side of the road you reach 
Mellors Mews, situated behind a row of shops/offices, but 
very well signposted so you can’t really miss it (mind you, 
maybe I will put “shouldn’t”, just in case) One of the new style 
‘micro’ pubs, it is a single square room, the seating which in 
mainly conventional tables and chairs, apart for one 2 seater 
Chesterfield sofa is arranged round the walls with the centre 
open for ‘vertical drinking’ there are two banks of four pumps 
on the modern bar 6 dispencing beer and the other two for 
cider, the beers were Abstract Jungle Mellors Mix 4% £3 

(especially brewed for the pub) Lenton Lane Cutra Smash 5%, 
Lincoln Green Hood 4.2%, Oakham JHB 3.8%, Oakham Citra 
4.2% and Castle Rock Elsie Mo 4.7% On the walls you will 
find a large picture of D H Lawrence, a large ‘Mellors Mews’ 
inscribed mirror plus a large and unusal clock. Some outdoor 
seating can be found at the front of the pub. Closed Mon-Wed, 
12-10.30 Thurs-Sat, 12-10 Sun

Across the road and down a bit you come to the Lady 
Chatterley a Weatherspoon pub. set back from the road with 
a smallish front part hosting the bar opening out to a large 
dining area at the back 10 ‘wickets’ with Greene King Ruddles 
3.7% Greene King Abbot 5%, Coors Sharps Doombar 4%, 
Milestone Little John 5%, Milestone Rich Ruby 4.5%, Titanic 
White Star 4.5%, Mordue Workie Ticket 4.5%, Oakham 
Inferno 4% and from their international collaberation series 
Bodebrown brewery (from Brazil) Cerveja Curitiba 5% (beer 
brewed at Adnams) 9am–midnight Sun–Thurs, 9–1am Fri - 
Sat

Stay on the same side of the road and you have a short walk 
to the Wellington. One of the last traditional pubs left in 
Eastwood, whilst open plan it still has distinct separate seating 
areas incorporating a number of different styles. On the bar 
you’ll find Greene King Old Speckled Hen 4.5% Greene King 
Abbot 5%, Greene King H & H Bitter 3.9% & Greene King 
Rock On Rudolph (seasonal offering) Live music features on a 
regular basis. At the front of the pub are a number of tables 
for outdoor drinking and at the other side is a walled garden 
where you can also sit and drink, traditional pub opening 
hours 10am to midnight Mon to Sat, 11 to11 Sun, well worth 
a look.

Almost immediately across the road is another micro, the 
Gamekeepers, small room with an L-shaped bar on the right, 
seating between the door and the bar and a “snug” type 
alcove to the left as you enter with pew style seating. Five 
beers available which at the time of my visit were Dancing 
Duck Ay Up 3.9%, dancing

Duck DCUK 4.3% Lenton Lane Pioneer 4.3%, Black Iris 
Bleeding Heart 4.5% & Totally Brewed Papa Jangles Voodoo 
Stout 4.5% all retailing at £3, the walls had framed landscape 
paintings, a very ususal clock and a number of antlers as 
decorations also the light fittings were antlers. While the 
opening hours are limited they are open every day, 4pm–9pm 
Mon–Wed, 3pm–10pm Thurs, 1pm–11pm Fri–Sat & 12–10pm 
Sun.

You can catch the Rainbow One back to Nottingham from 
across the road outside the library.

If you feel you’ve not quite had enough, there are another two 
micros at Hill Top on the edge of Eastwood, sadly time was 
against me, so I never got the chance to visit, but I’m sure 
both the Tap & Growler and the Pick & Davy would be more 
than pleased to see you.

If you don’t fancy all the crossing back and forth over the 
road, you can get off the bus opposite the library and do the 
pubs on that side of the road and then back up the other side 
of the road and catch your bus back outside the library.

As usual if anyone would like to tell me where to go, politely 
please, then I’ll see what I can do for another issue, all the 
best and happy drinking, cheers Ray

Editor’s Beer Facts

Cenosillicaphobia is the fear of an 
empty beer glass.

Beer cans in Japan have braille on 
them so blind people don’t confuse 
alcoholic drinks with soft drinks.
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Stat Cat
National Statistics

This edition, Stat Cat looks at the changing nature of pubs 
and bars across the United Kingdom (UK).

The National Picture

A recent Office for National Statistics’ (ONS) report shows 
that nearly a quarter of pubs (11,000) in the UK have closed 
since 2008. However, even with such a large number of pubs 
closing, turnover in the industry has held up, remaining flat 
since 2008.

This comes amidst a broader decline for small pubs (less than 
10 employees), with the report showing that since 2001, the 
UK has seen the number of small pubs decrease by about 
12,000. During the same period, there has been an increase 
in the number of larger pubs (3,400 – 10 to 24 employees 
and 1,010 – 25 or more employees), but the clear assumption 
being the decline of the traditional wet led small pub.

Additionally, the report doesn’t account for the changing 
nature of the labour market with more flexible forms of 
employment potentially meaning a larger number of workers 
employed part-time or on unfixed hours.

The Nottingham Area

The report shows that in the UK, there is an average of 5.8 
pubs per 10,000 people. Looking across the Nottingham 
area, Newark & Sherwood (7.4) and Rushcliffe (6.4) have a 
higher number of pubs, Broxtowe (5.7) and Nottingham (5.6) 
are close to the national average, whilst Ashfield (4.4) and 
Gedling (4.2) fall below the UK average.

Across our six Districts, we have seen a total loss of 215 pubs 
but just a net loss of 300 jobs since 2001. 

What is not clear from the report is the impact of the growth 
in micro-pubs across the region.
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CAMRA
Discounts

Please note: 
These offers can change or be removed at 

any time

Please e-mail discounts@nottinghamcamra. org if you discover 
any changes. Please note these discounts only apply to real 
ales (and/or ciders where appropriate) and not to other beers 
or ciders.

For discount details please ask at the bar, or visit www.
nottinghamcamra.org/discounts

NOTTINGHAM BRANCH AREA
CITY CENTRE 
A Room with a Brew, Brian Clough Way 
Angel Microbrewery, Stoney Street
Annie’s Burger Shack/Ocean State Tavern, Broadway
Barley Twist, Carrington Street, Nottingham
Barrel Drop, Hurts Yard
Bell Inn, Angel Row 
Brew Cavern, Flying Horse Walk
Broadway, Broad Street 
Canalhouse, Canal Street
Castle Inn, Castle Road 
Cock & Hoop, High Pavement 
Crafty Crow, Friar Lane 
Faradays, Victoria Street/Pelham Street
* NEW * Fellows, Morton & Clayton 
Foresters Inn, Huntingdon Street 
Forest Tavern/The Maze, Mansfield Road
Fothergill’s, Castle Road
Fox and Grapes, Sneinton Market 
Hand & Heart, Derby Road
Head of Steam, High Pavement 
Hop Merchant, Upper Parliament Street 
Horn in Hand, Goldsmith Street 
Kean’s Head, St Mary’s Gate 
Lillie Langtry’s, South Sherwood Street
Lincolnshire Poacher, Mansfield Road
Lord Roberts, Broad Street 
Loxley, Pelham Street
Newshouse, Canal Street
Old Dog & Partridge, Lower Parliament Street
Overdraught, Canning Circus 
Peacock, Mansfield Road 
Pit & Pendulum, Victoria Street 
Ropewalk, Derby Road 
Roundhouse, Royal Standard Place 
Sir John Borlase Warren, Canning Circus
Six Barrel Drafthouse, Carlton Street 
Squares, Poultry
Tap & Tumbler, Wollaton Street
Vat & Fiddle, Queens Bridge Road
Via Fossa, Canal Street
Yarn Bar at The Royal Centre 
Yates’s, Long Row, Nottingham
Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem, Brewhouse Yard 

FURTHER AFIELD
Admiral Rodney, Wollaton Road, Wollaton 
Apple Tree, Compton Acres, West Bridgford
Arrow, Gedling Road, Arnold
Beechdale, Beechdale Road 
Black’s Head, Burton Road, Carlton 
* NEW * Blue Bell, Nottingham Road, Attenborough 
* NEW * Blues Dawg, Woodborough Road, Mapperley 
* NEW * The Bowman, Nottingham Road, Hucknall 
Bread & Bitter, Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley 
Brickyard, Standhill Road, Carlton
* NEW * Broad Oak, Main Street, Strelley

Byron’s Rest, Baker Street, Hucknall
Cadland Inn, High Road, Chilwell
Charlton Arms, High Road, Chilwell
Chequers, High Road, Beeston 
Corn Mill, Swiney Way, Toton 
Cricketers Rest, Chapel Street, Kimberley
Cross Keys, Front Street, Arnold 
Doctors Orders, Mansfield Road, Carrington
Earl of Chesterfield, Shelford 
Elwes Arms, Oakdale Road, Carlton/Bakersfield
Embankment, Arkwright Street, The Meadows
Ferry Inn, Main Road, Wilford
Festival Inn, Ilkeston Road, Trowell
Fox & Crown, Basford 
Frame Breakers Arms, High Street, Ruddington 
Gardeners Inn, Awsworth Lane, Awsworth
Grosvenor, Mansfield Road, Carrington
* NEW * The Goose at Gamston, Ambleside, Gamston
Hayloft, Nottingham Road, Giltbrook 
Hemlock Stone, Bramcote Lane, Wollaton
Hop Pole, High Road, Chilwell 
Hoplogy Beer Shop, Melton Road, West Bridgford
Horse & Jockey, Nottingham Road, Stapleford
The Hutt, Nottingham Road, Ravenshead 
Inn for a Penny, Burton Road, Carlton
Lady Bay, Trent Boulevard, Lady Bay
Lion, Mosley Road, Basford 
Lord Nelson, Lord Nelson Street, Sneinton
Lyngary’s Micropub, Annesley Road, Hucknall
* NEW * Magna Charta, Southwell Road, Lowdham
Malt Shovel, Union Street, Beeston
Manvers Arms, Main Road, Radcliffe on Trent
Meadow Covert, Alford Road, Edwalton 
Nabb Inn, Nabbs Lane, Hucknall 
Nag’s Head, Main Street, East Leake 
* NEW * Nottingham Knight, Loughborough Road, Ruddington
* NEW * Nurseryman, Derby Road, Beeston
Old Green Dragon, Oxton
Old Rock, Nottingham Road, Stapleford
Old Volunteer, Burton Road, Carlton
Peacock, Southchurch Drive, Clifton 
Plainsman, Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley 
Poppy & Pint, Pierrepont Road, Lady Bay 
The Pottle, Stoney Street, Beeston 
Punchbowl, Porchester Road
Red Heart, Easthorpe Street, Ruddington
Robin Hood [AND] Little John, Church Street, Arnold
Rose & Crown, Main Road, Cotgrave
Rose and Crown, Derby Road, Lenton
Round Robinn, Main Street, East Leake
Ruddington Arms, Wilford Lane, Ruddington
* NEW * Sherwin Arms, Derby Road, Bramcote 
Sherwood Manor, Mansfield Road, Sherwood
Springfield, Old Epperstone Road, Lowdham 
Star Inn, Middle Street, Beeston 
Starting Gate, Candle Meadow, Colwick 
Stratford Haven, Stratford Road, West Bridgford
* NEW * Station Hotel, Station Terrace, Hucknall
Sun Inn, Derby Road, Eastwood
Sun Inn, The Square, Gotham
Test Match Hotel, Gordon Square, West Bridgford
Three Wheatsheaves, Derby Road, Lenton
Totally Tapped, 23 Chilwell Road, Beeston
Travellers Rest, Mapperley Plains, Mapperley 
* NEW * Tree Tops, Plains Road, Mapperley
Victoria, Dovecote Lane, Beeston
Waggon and Horses, Mansfield Road, Redhill
Wheatsheaf, Church Road, Burton Joyce 
White Lion, Middle Street, Beeston
White Lion, Swingate, Kimberley
Willowbrook, Main Road, Gedling 
Willow Tree, Rufford Way, West Bridgford 

VALE OF BELVOIR BRANCH AREA
Durham Ox, Church Street, Orston 
Geese & Fountain, School Lane, Croxton Kerrial
Horse & Plough, Long Acre, Bingham
Staunton Arms, Staunton in the Vale
Wheatsheaf, Long Acre, Bingham
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Happy Hour
PUB QUIZ

Just a short ride from the station on the Clifton tram route is 
the Ferry Inn at Wilford. 

Here on a Wednesday it is Quiz night. This is a quiz with 
General Knowledge, Anagrams, Word Searches, a Music round, 
Sticky 13s and music played in the gaps, within reason you can 
have requests played! 

Ken Bagshaw is our quizmaster and things get underway at 
about 8pm. It costs £1 per team member and we get two 
sheets of paper one with 20 General Knowledge questions, the 
other with 20 music and entertainment themed Word Search 
and Anagrams, all to be completed at your leisure during the 
evening. 

On the back of each sheet are spaces for 25 music-based 
questions. Ken will mark the General Knowledge and Music 
sheet and the other is marked by one of the teams. 

Here are our questions: 

1. In the radiophonic alphabet what is the word used for the 
first vowel? 
2. What is the capital of Tasmania? 
3. What is the former name of Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City? 4. 
Who did Mohammed Ali beat in the so-called Rumble in the 
Jungle? 
5. Which ten letter word for a colour combines two words to do 
with water? 
6. “My Sweet Lord” was a 1971 hit for which Beatle? 
7. In which Century was Abraham Lincoln born? 

From the Fox & Grapes in Sneinton, the answers - 

1. China became a people’s republic in 1931, 
2. Frank Sinatra married Ava Gardner in 1951, 
3. Joni Mitchell is 75 years old, 
4. In 1956 the United nations demanded that Britain pull out 
Egypt, 
5. The top five priced properties on a British Monopoly Board 
are Mayfair, Park Lane, Bond Street, Oxford Street and 
Regent Street, 
6. France makes the most films in Europe, 
7. Isle of Man flag colours are Red, White, Yellow and Grey, 
8. In the Bible God made the birds and fish on the Fifth day, 
9. The Queen was shot at whilst riding a horse in 1981, 
10. The island of New Caledonia is part of France, 
11. Channel 4 moved its headquarters to Leeds, 
12. Ross Edgley was the first person to swim round Britain, 
13. The Statue of Unity is in India, 
14. Derby became a city in the 1970’s, 
15. 30 Premiership and Skybet EFL football teams have blue 
in their first team home strip.

Answers from the quiz ND149

Where’s Wally? 
We’ve hopped off the tram from Nottingham and crossed the road to our first pub. Then back down the tram-tracks, on the other 
side of the road, to a micro pub owned by a local brewery. Next is another micro pub in a pedestrianised part of this town. 

Where’s Wally? Crossing over the High Road and a short step down a side street is a Pub People hostelry. Then we are off to a 
multi-roomed Grade II listed Everards pub near the church before visiting a former Shipstone’s house which has recently been 
restored and revived. Finally to our last port of call to the pub nestled alongside the railway station. 

So where am I, Where’s Wally?

If you know where Wally is, send a postcard to us at 417 Victoria Centre, Nottingham NG1 3PA or e-mail us at nottinghamdrinker@
nottinghamcamra.org letting us know where Wally is by Saturday 2nd March 2019, add your name and address and the first out of 
the bag gets the prize.

Where was Wally in ND149?

In the last issue of ND: 

In issue 149 of the Nottingham Drinker, Wally was in The 
Brewhouse and Kitchen at Trent Bridge formerly the Town 

Arms, the other Town Arms was in Plumptre Square

8. What does the E in E-Number stand for? 
9. Which ship was crushed by pack ice in Antarctica’s Weddell 
Sea in 1915? 
10. How many tricks make up a grand slam in Bridge? 
11. Which actor starred in the 1980 film Raging Bull? 
12. After whom are Teddy Bears named? 
13. Which duo topped the charts in 1984 with “Freedom”? 
14. Which side of the ship is on the right-hand side if you face 
forward – Port or Starboard? 
15. Sir Laurence Olivier and Sir Michael Cain starred in which 
1972 film? 

Questions over and prizes for tonight are a meal for two in 
the Ferry Inn plus the cash takings for the winners of the 
music quiz, two pints of beer for the winners of the General 
Knowledge and a bottle of wine for the Word Search / 
Anagrams. 

The winners also get the offer of a photo shoot to be posted 
on the Ferry Inn and Ken’s Facebook pages. We are all finished 
by 10pm, another enjoyable evening out with time for another 
beer and the tram back to town.
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EDITORIAL ADDRESS
Mark Giles, Nottingham Drinker, 417 Victoria Centre, Nottingham, NG1 
3PA
Tel: 07708 949937  (NB: Not for subscriptions)
E-mail: nottingham.drinker@nottinghamcamra.org 

REGISTRATION
Nottingham Drinker is registered as a newsletter with the British Library. 
ISSN No1369-4235

DISCLAIMER
ND, Nottingham CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept no responsibility for 
errors that may occur within this publication, and the views expressed 
are those of their individual authors and not necessarily endorsed by the 
editor, Nottingham CAMRA or CAMRA Ltd

SUBSCRIPTION 
ND offers a mail order subscription service. If you wish to be included on 
our mailing list for one year’s subscription please send either: fourteen 
2nd class stamps OR a cheque for £7.84; OR thirteen 1st class stamps  
OR a cheque for £8.45 (1st class delivery) to: Nottingham Drinker, 15 
Rockwood Crescent, Hucknall, Nottinghamshire NG15 6PW 
Nottingham Drinker is published bimonthly. 
Contact: 07775 603091 or: andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org

USEFUL ADDRESSES
For complaints about short measure pints etc contact: Nottingham Trad-
ing Standards Department, Consumer Direct (East Midlands)  Consumer 
Direct works with all the Trading Standards services in the East Midlands 
and is supported by the Office of Fair Trading. You can e-mail Consumer 
Direct using a secure e-mail system on their web site. The web site 
also provides advice, fact sheets and model letters on a wide range of 
consumer rights. 
Consumer Direct - 08454 04 05 06    
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk  

For comments, complaints or objections about pub alterations etc, or if 
you wish to inspect plans for proposed pub developments contact the 
local authority planning departments. Nottingham City’s is at Exchange 
Buildings, Smithy Row or at: www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk

If you wish to complain about deceptive advertising, eg. passing nitro-
keg smooth flow beer off as real ale, pubs displaying signs suggesting 

real ales are on sale or guest beers are available, when in fact they are 
not, contact: Advertising Standards Authority, Mid City Place, 71 High 
Holborn, London WC1V 6QT, Telephone 020 7492 2222, Textphone 020 
7242 8159, Fax 020 7242 3696
Or visit www.asa.org.uk where you can complain online

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thanks to the following people for editorial contributions to this issue of 
ND: Pete Brown, John Westlake, Steve Armstrong, Ray Blockley, Philip 
Darby, Bob Douglas,  Anthony Hewitt,  Anthony Hughes, Ray Kirby, 
Andrew Ludlow,  Steve Westby, John Westlake and many others who this 
space is too short to mention them all

Many thanks to those who have allowed us to use their photographs.

BREWERY LIAISON OFFICERS
Please contact these officers if you have any comments, 
queries or complaints about a local brewery.

Black Iris - John Rankin
Blue Monkey - Andrew Ludlow:  andrewludlow@
nottinghamcamra.org 
Castle Rock - Paul Davies: pauldavies@nottinghamcamra.org
Flipside - Terry Lock  terrya.lock@ntlworld.com 
Full Mash - Ray Kirby: raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org
Lenton Lane - Mick Courtney: mickcourtney@nottinghamcamra.
org 
Lincoln Green Brewery - Anthony Hewitt: 
anthonyhewitt@nottinghamcamra.org
Magpie - Alan Ward: alanward@nottinghamcamra.org 
Navigation Brewery - position vacant
Nottingham - Steve Westby: stevewestby@nottinghamcamra.
org
Reality - Steve Hill: steve.hill4@gmail.com
Scribblers - Stephen Brown
Totally Brewed - Colin Camidge: colin.camidge@ntlworld.com

Useful Nottingham Drinker Information
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Diary & Events
Diary Dates for local branches
Nottingham

Branch Meetings
February: Thursday 28th, 8pm at The Horse and Jockey, 
Stapleford
March: Thursday 28th, 8pm at The Star, Beeston

Committee Meetings
February: Thursday 14th, 7.45pm at The John Godber 
Centre, Hucknall (Hucknall Beer Festival and CBoN) 
March: Thursday 14th , 7.45p.m at The Hockley Rebel, Broad 
Street, Nottingham

Vale of Belvoir

February: Tuesday 5th, 8pm. Branch Meeting and GBG 
selection, Chestnut (Radcliffe on Trent).
March: Tuesday 5th, 8pm. AGM, venue to be confirmed. 

Branch contact: Eddie Fendel (eddie.fendel@gmail.com) or 
see website (valeofbelvoir.camra.org.uk) or Facebook page 
(facebook.com/vobcamrabranch)

Amber Valley

Diary dates, all meetings 8pm.
February: 11th - GBG 20 selection meeting, Milford Social 
Club
February: 28th - AGM, Old Oak, Horsley Woodhouse

March: 28th - Committee and Branch meeting, venue TBC, 
see What’s Brewing.

Erewash Valley

Meetings - Start at 20.00. Everyone Welcome

Branch Meetings
February: Monday 4th, Coach and Horses, Draycott

March: Monday 4th, Annual General Meeting, followed by 
Branch Meeting, Three Horseshoes, Ilkeston

See website for details - www.erewash.camra.org.uk

Beer Festivals and Events

February

Thurs 14th to Sun 17th
Hucknall Beer & Cider Festival, John Godber Centre
Champion Beer of Nottingham will be held at the Hucknall 
Beer Festival on Thurs 14th.

Wed 20th to Sat 23rd
15th Derby Winter Beer Festival, Roundhouse, Derby.
400+ cask ales, ciders and perries.

March

Thurs 7th to Sat 9th
West Bridgford Hockey Club Beer Festival, 276 Loughborough 
Road.  Open 4.30pm on Thurs and Friday, 12 noon on 
Saturday.

Wed 13th to Sat 16th
Leicester Beer Festival, Haymarket Theatre, 1 Garrick Walk, 
Leicester.  Over 230 ales, 35 traditional ciders and perries.

Fri 15th to Sat 16th
Nottingham Rugby Club Six Nations Beer Festival, Lady Bay, 
Nottingham.  50 different beers. Six Nations games Saturday 
on 70 inch screen, including England vs Scotland at 5.30pm.  
Tickets from nottinghamrugby.co.uk

May

3rd, 4th and 5th
Marlpool Ale House Beer Festival.  5 Breach Road, Marlpool, 
Heanor.  15-20 beers, live music.  More details in the April/
May issue of Nottingham Drinker

For more details on all festivals visit nottinghamcamra.org/
festivals.php

Tap Takeovers

Hop Pole, Beeston

Thurs 21st - Sun 24th February - Black Iris Brewery Tap 
Takeover weekend

Thurs 28th - Sun 31st March - Abbeydale Brewery Tap 
Takeover Weekend


